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Preface. 
This study of the gaucho in Argentine literature 
comes as a result of a personal interest in the ga:t..taho of' today, 
an interest originating in my own personal acquaintance wlth 
him ae he now lives on the pampas of the Argentine. It has 
been my privilege to res1de in the Argentine for several years. 
During this period, I was much att~aoted to this unique char-
acter ana upon my return to the United Statea welcomed the op-
portunity to investigate the gaucho as a literary figure. For 
assistance in making this study, I am indebted to Professor 
Arthur Owen for helpful c.riticlsm and to Dr. Henry A. Holmes 
for making hie library available to me. 
I. Who Ie the Gaucho? 
In view of the importance of the gaucho in the his-
tory and literature of the Argentine up to the twent1etn cen-
tury, it la surprising that there is so little contemporaneous 
material written about him. Thia scarcity of comment may ac-
t-
count for the fact that a foreigner when he begins to inves-
tigate the subject of the gaucho, thinks that he is discover-
ing for the Argentine a new character of whom it has not been 
properly appreciative, Just as Jose:Mar1a Salaverr!a1 presents 
the gaucho poem ~art!n Fierro of ~~ae Hernandez to a Spanish 
public as a new discovery. Howeverp upon investigation we 
find that in the realm of legend, of poetry, of history, Of 
the novel and of the drama, the gaucho ls a beloved figure 
and well heralded by his native land. He is the world's, to 
be studied, appreciated, honored or criticized. He stands to 
the America of the south as does the pioneer to the America 
of the north; a romantic figure, too far away to be possessed 
of faults, and expressing the free asp1rat1ona of every human 
heart~ 
He has been compared to the American cow-bOy,2 with 
a spiritual difference; to the Arab wandering over Asiatic 
1. Salavarr1a, Jose Marla: El poema de la Pampa, ~adrid 1918, 
p. 8. 
2. Holmee, Henry A.: Mart1n Fierro an ~2io of the Arsentine, 
New York 19?.3, p. 11. · 
2 
wastes,l with the Arab's fatalism and reserved manner; 2 to the 
bard or Jugla~ of old Spa1n43 He ts all of these in part, for 
he cares for the cattle ln a cattle land, he has the horseman-
ship of the Arab, and sings his songs from house to houee as 
d1d the bard of the mtddle ages But he io something more: he 
is himself. He is an 1nd1v1dual who has had an impetus which 
none of these figures had; he fought for freedom as only a 
product of a new country oould fight. 
It is the object of this study to estimate some of 
the things whloh have been said about the-gaucho and especial-
ly to interpret him ae he 1a presented to us through the med-
ium of the poetic narrative San~os Veg~ of Hilario Ascasubi. 4 
~ 
Before introducine thA gaucho as a character, it 
might be well to explain as far as possible the etymology of 
the word gaucho. Unfortunately we cannot give a satisfactory 
derivation of the word. Commentator~ are agreed, except one,5 
that it has an indigenous origin. It may come f~om the Guichua 
word huacho which 1s applied to animals raised away from their 
mothers; then by the fatniliar substitution of E for the h 
(cf. guerto - ~uerto) and by simple methas1s, we have gaucho; 
or from a Guiohua and Araucana word guas~ applied to a country-
1. Sarmiento, Dom1nso F.: Facundo, Madrid 1922, pp. 26g 38, 43. 
2. BUnge, Carlos O. : Mart {n Fierro, in the edit ion: La cul tura 
Argentina, lntroduotion, p. 19, BUenos Aires 1902. 
3 .. Page, Fred r~.: Loe PaI~dores Gau£hQ.§, Darmst,adt 1897. 
4. Ascaaubl, Hilario: ~antoa Vega, uuenos Aires 1919. 
5. Quesada, Ernesto: El Criollismo en la literatura Argentina, 
Buenos Aires 1902, note pp. 117, 118 
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man. Many agree with the explanation by Mart!n de !Koussy that 
I 
it comes from the Araucana word 5atohu sign1fylng companion 
Paul Groussac attributes to the word a classical origin, com-
ing from the Latin word saudere, which is found 1n documents 
from 1750 on, as 3aude~±Q. applied first to country-men of 
mixed race in Uruguay. 
'rhe probable explanation ie the first, since the 
gaucho wae often an orphan and of unknown parentage, and the 
derlvation is Atymolog1cally possible aa that for gauderio le 
not. 
It is interesting to note that the dictionary glvea 
as modern meanings of the word, qualities as different as 
those pertalnlng to a woman of the streets and to a noble and 
lnoustrioua inutvidual.l Bunge also gives this latter quality 
to the word.2 The Chileans used the word disparagingly of the 
l\rgentines to diat1ngu1sh them from the provinclale of old 
Cuyo.3 In Santos Vegq the word 5auch_f!nd24 is used, meaning: 
to tell a story, and gauoqada5meaning: a joke. Although the 
term undoubtedly waa applied first to one who was truly a wan-
derer, and of dee idedly mixed blood, it is late.r found that 
any one, even though he be a land owner~ if he identified him-
self with the life of the gaucho, learning their waye with the 
1. Garz6n, Tobia.a: Dicciq,11ario Arr;entina, Barcelona 1910, p.225. 
' 2. Ascaeubi: o~. cit., p. 18. 
3. Garzon: ubi suRra. 
4. Ascaaubi: OR· cit., p. 34. 
5. Idem., p. 65, verse 1. 
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horse, the lazo and the bola~, was called a gaucho. Sarmiento 
calls Rosas, the great Argentine dictator between 1829 and 
1852, e! gaucho ~rbaro, because he had lived with them, even 
though he was the eon of a wealthy Buenos Aires faMily, 1 and 
Ricardo Rojas speaks of the gaucheeque apprenticeship of Bar-
tolome ~~itre the fourth president of the Argentine. 2 BUt th1e 
can be safely said about the wordt uncertain as is its etymol-
ogy, and varied as ie its meaning, that lt does signify for 
the Argentine romance and love of country. 
After one has seen what the youth of the Argentine 
or today call. ''One of theeie old gauchos,•• no further proof ia 
needed that the gaucho is a mixture of Spanleh and Indian 
blood. ·we know tbat if one of these old gauchos lived in the 
Osage countfl'J of north America, he would be receiving a gener-
ous share of the proceeds of some flourishing oil wells~ The 
gnucho is a result of intar~marriage of the first Andalusian 
3 tiettlera of the provinces of the R1o de La I->lata with the In-
dians either of the twenty-one tribes of the Guaranis to the 
north of Buenos Aires, or of the Pampas (from which the 8reat 
Argentine plain derivee it,s name) to the south, or the Arau-
caniane to the west.4 The state~ent is made that in colonial 
times there was less Indian blood as one approached the coast,5 
1. ~arm1ento: op. cit., p. 183. 
2. ~oJaa, Ricardo: Inter~Am!.r~~' Dec. 1921, p. 71~ 
3. Menenetez y Pelayo, ~farcel1no: Historia de la J20ee1a His-
£ano-Americana, Madrid 1913, TomoII, p. 440:- 1 
4. Page: qp. cit., p. 48. 
5 . Id em • , p • 23 . 
5 
and it was probably true then, u~t now this dlfference 1s not 
seen except as the continual stream of tmm1grat1on fills the 
great city of nuenos Aires with Spaniard~; Italians and Ger-
wanic peoples. There is no stigma. connected with the posses-
sion of Indian bloodt even though the Indian was the slave of 
theoe first settlers. 
The negro blood in the Argentine people, including 
the gaucho, 1e infinitesimal in amount as compared to the 
B~azilians. Thia is owing to the' fact that during the colon-
lal period, the ne5ro was never brought into the rive~ Plate 
provinces in great numbers aa in srazil and North America. 
Durine this period England enjoyed th~ monopoly of the alave 
trade, and as all foreign com~erce was prohibited these pro-
vinces by Cpain,l they naturally ha<l only £1Uch few nee;roes as 
were smuggled in. The nettlera were then forced to resort to 
Indian slavery for the cultivation of their lands and the 
care of their flocko. so, just aa we find as a result of 
slavery the mulatto of north Amertca, and the entirely amal-
ga~ated negro and Portugaae race of nrazil, we find the Indian 
and white Mixture in the Argentine. 
Unttl this point the gaucho has been discussed as 
if he had already passed beyond the horizon, and were ready 
to be canonized as the sainted spirit of the past, something 
gone, never to return: a romance. Indeed it ls with difficulty 
that the gaucho is resurrected and made into a reality, for in 
1. Davrnon, Thomas C.: 'rhe i3outh Ame~ig_an R!fil1bl ic!!J.. Part I, 
New York 1903, p. 82. 
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J itera.ture he is conslstently treated as a legend. There has 
been suggeoted the pretty f 1gure that the gaucho as a race 
has been vanquished by modern conditions, as the legendary 
~ayadorl Santos Vega was vanquished by the devil himself. As 
early as 1902 Quesada ssid:2 '•The fieldr; today hnve wire 
fences, the pnmpas are cut up by trains, even the rural street 
care have abandoned the horse .. ~.In thA country one can sae 
the ehirlpas,3 but rarely calzoncilloa, 4 and the traditional 
colt boot is nov1 almost a my-th.'' In the minds of many, the 
unfenced plains and the conventional garb have been so inti-
mately associated with the gaucho that their di~appearance 
saeme to have J11arlted his passing a.s well. Again it is said 
Of h tm thAt he is known by name only,5 or nhe ls dead, not be-
ing able to survive tha new atmospheric conditions.v.he is no 
irore t,han a symbol. tt6 It ls also eaid that the North Ameri.can 
Indians and the cow-boy are only memories. BUt there exist 
some very live examples of these extinct phenomena who would 
resAnt being called memories. In the Argentine es well, there 
are oertai.n oare~free followers of the herde who enjoy a Sat-
urday night in t,own, in a fashion very gauchesque, and on their 
return shoot into the air or lustily sing folk-songs; they are 
more than symbols. 
1. Pa.yador - bard, or singer. 
3. Chiripa - form of trouser . 
• 4. Calzonclllos - white fringe<.l pant~ hanging below the chiripa. 
5. Aecasubi: on. oit., introduction, p. 8. 
6. Sarmiento: QQ· clt..:_, pp. 48~57. 
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To our ltnowledge, Sarmiento in hls i:rlrile \.fO.rll:, 
Facundo ( ~845), is the. only one vvho attributes reality to the 
gaucho. At that date he wa$ real; too real for sarmiento. 
l 
For him the gaucho was a nenace, and the barbarisms that ha 
found in the Argentine were owing to the vary care-free and 
romantic existence of the gaucho. Because of him homes we~e 
dirty, children uneducated, and crlrnea oom~ttted. sarmiento 
wished to introduce immigrants who would settle the country, 
and make it more progressive. And especially did the gaucho 
contrihute to the sad state of affairs; by aiding the tyrant 
Rosas. ~armiento is not content merely to say that the gaucho 
· is a singer, or a desperado. He malteFt of hir!! a traokAr, a 
8Uide, a soldier and an honorable family man as well~ 
Since narm1ento oan be seen RS a ao1lrce 1n Moat of 
the succeeding commentaries, lt ls aurp~ietng that they hAve 
not presented all sides of the gaucho, and co.nnot see hl.a 
counterpart in the cow-boy, or modern cat11le herdeman .. 
The Bauoho is alive today, and it seems probable 
thet he will live for some time. "The Argentine nation proper 
began its existence when the creole mounted his horse and took 
to cattle breeding on th'3 plains, n sayz Dawson, 1 and he attrib-
utes this beginning to the gauchos who sprang up as a new race, 
v1hose buslnese was the herding of cattle.2 Are;entina still 
has as her maln industry the breeding and raising of cattle 
and sheep. Leagues upon leagues of land are still grazed by 
" 
1. Dawson: Qn. cit., p. 29. 
2 . Id ePJ • , p • 81 .. 
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Holste tns, Jersies and Short-horns, and the fence is still far 
on the horizon. Within a few houra' ride of Duenos Ajrea, a 
city of almost two rn:tlllon inhnbitt~nts, onG can see in front 
or the bolichesl t-he horses of the gauchos, wlth the lazo, the 
recao2 and silver mountings as fine as those of non Lacuna the 
gaucho of Del can~Jo's Fausto.3 When the owner of the horse 
emerges, even though he doas not wear the chir~n~ or the fringed 
pants, he is the same 5aucho with the same knife, with which he 
f "'LGhte and picks hie teeth, conveniently placed ln his belt. 
I 
His handkerchief is ut his neck, and his hair is 1on6, after 
the fashion of his ancestors of the previous century. Ho prob-
ably is a~ noble and as bad a.a hio le()enda.rly vreueceaso.r, but 
it ta difficult to aee romance tn htm now. Romantlc or :not, 
howave~, he wlll conttnue to be an asset in the production of 
wealth for the Argentine. 
1. Bolioho - wine shop. 
2. Reoao - saddle. 
3. Del Campo, Fausto, Buenos Aires 1920, p. 7. 
II. The Gaucho As an Importan~ Figure in Historyo 
r-To treatt1rrmt of the gaucho as a. character would be 
coMplete without. picturing him as an importa:nt :figure in the 
colonial; r~volutionary and c1vtl war perioas of Argentine 
history~ Though no great character of gaucho ori5in comes 
dorm in history to be honored by a national holiday, the 
gaucho as a class ia remembered as havlng made poselble the 
early pastoral colonier.:s, the .N~volution (1810-1820), and the 
guerilla warfare of the d1ctatorah 1p ( 18~9-1852). ff ls ability 
as a horseman made him an excellent cavalryman. Thls, with 
his knowledge of the pampa trall, and his ability to exist on 
the products of the pampa, made him a match for th~ better 
tra1nAd f1pRnieh soldier. Rie daring and courage and e;ictreme 
loyalty to whatever leader might be in command, made him a 
fighter not to be overcome eas1lyo 
The colonization of the lands of the Rio de la l?lata 
came through two distinct channels: the f lrot by wo..y of waiter 
directly from Spaln, and the sPtcond by way of land through 
"3oliv1a and Chile. 
All of the attempts to colonize by water were unsuc-
cessful., The f1r@t white man known to enter Lhe waters of the 
R1o de la Plata was Juan D1az de solls. He la~ded in 1516, but 
was killed by the Indiana, and his 11.ttle force was a.nnihila,ted. 
The eecond man was Hagellan 11 on hi~s trip around the ·world ln 
1519. Though he waa a ?ort,uguese by birth, he was 1n the em-
ploy of Spain and took the land in her name. Sebastian Cabot 
10 
came next in 1526. Hie trip up the ?arana rlver ln search of 
&old was unsuccessful end he returned to Spaln in the se~me year. 
The fi.rst def'ln tte ati,empt to found a colony was riade 1n 1535 
by '.P&dro de r:endoza. He landed two thou.sand iOldiers at the 
mou·Lh or the -q!o de la Plata and (!;t\VE~ :!)uenos Aires its name. 
He also went up the :?arana in search of gold, divlding hls 
forces at the fork of the river. He and hi~ dlvislon wer~ 
wiped out by the Indians, but the other, in oomnand or Irala, 
went on up the Paraguay river and founded tho city of Aaunc ion 
in 1536. 1t was an expedition from thlo colony which was fi-
nally successful in naking a per~anent aettlemevt at Buenos 
Aires. 
The colonlzatlon by land did not otart until after 
1532, when P:tza,r.ro conquered Cuzco, the capltal of the .Aztec 
empire. 'the administ~ro.ttve o.rganlzation of the empire facil-
itated rather than hindered the conque~t of tha retlainder of 
the Aztec dorno ln, since the Indians merely· oubat ituted Span-
iards for their former ch lefso 1 The Aztec empl.ra Ennbruced 
the highlands, and included only the nol:1thwest corner of mod-
ern Argent1n~o The first Gxpedition to enter this section, 
comi1anded by Diec;o Rojas ( 1542)., came for the purpone of con-
quering the out-lying Aztec settlements. 
The f 1ret permanent settlement 1n Argentina was san-
t lago de ~stero, wnich was settled in 1553 ae a result of a 
southeast movement from Chile. In 1573 Cordova was founded 
we an offshoot of this colony. Mendoza in 1561 end San Juan 
l. Dawson: op. ci~., .p. 13. 
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in 1562 were resulta of Chilean emigration. To Junn de Garay, 
a Creole of Asuncion, belongs the honor of founding Duenos 
' 
Aires in 15800 Since he realized that no colony could be per-
manent except aa fam111es were introduced, he imported some 
two hundred Indians from Aouncion to be the first colonizers, 
with cattle, sheep, mares 9 and aeed as Aeeent1ale of liveli-
hood, and soldiers to protect themo He divided the surround-
ing lands into ranches and distributed the Indians native to 
the pampas as slaves among the colonizing Indiana.l The life 
of this community was of necessity pastoral, with cattle rais-
ing as lte chief industry. The one who tended the herds was 
the gaucho. so to him may all honor be given ae belng the 
first permanent colonizer of the Argentine. 
Buenoe Aires was a source of anxiety to the monopo-
lies and the government of Spain, for they feared that the 
English and Dutch wouJd use it as a ba.ee for sending gold-
eeeking expeditions into the interior. In 1599 the f 1rat pom-
mero ial restriction laws were passed, prohibitine all imports 
and exports on the east coast of Routh America, under penalty 
of death and forfeiture of property.2 Spain had not yet real-
ized that the wealth of the provineea of the R1o de la Plata 
was in her pastures and gauchos and not 1n her gold. The re-
eul t of these trade restrictions was the growth of a great sys-
tem of emuggl1ng. It is aaid that under the governorship of 
1. Dawson: 212· cit., p. 34. 
? . .f9.!~, p. 50. 
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Hernandarias Saavedra, in 1658 the Creoles prospered in par-
toral pursutts to the extent of sumggllng out 300,000 hidee. 1 
It was not until the eighteenth century when the sur-
face eupplies of gold and a1lver in Bolivta and Perli had, been 
exhausted, that the pastoral development of the Argentine 
claimed the attention of Europe. Prices went up with the F.ur-
opean demand for hides and wool, and the pastoral lands were 
extended. The Spanish government became more lax, and g~neral 
prosperity and national enthusiasm were everywhere evident. 
~he gaucho as a producer of wealth was u recognized economic 
asset to the American colonies. 
Along wtth this growing economic strength was devel-
oping a political independence. !i[ost of the population wee 
Creole, or native born, and was no more subservient to a for-
eign people or traditional authority than were our North Amer-
ican fore-fathers. In addition to many pr1v1legee of a per-
sonal nature, the creole had a political privilege of buying 
a seat in the Cabildo or city governine body, and could manage 
wany local affalrs, or even expel an executive~ Two events at 
the beglnninG of the nineteenth century were responsible for 
changing this growing spirit of independence to one of revolu-
tion. One was the repulse of the British ln their two inva-
sions (1806 and 1807), and the other was the commercial and 
virtual political freedom gained by Brazil when the Portuguese 
ruler fled there from the united forces of Napoleon and Charles 
IV of Spain. The first served to unite the provinces of the 
1. Dawson: OR· cit., p. 60. 
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R!o de la Plata in a common bond and to eti~ulate their nation-
al spirit, while tbe ceoond made them wish for the same freedom 
as that possessed by Braztl. 
The immediate cause of the provincial dissensions 
yn1ich led to the revolution. was the abdication of the Spanish 
throne by Charles IV in favor of his son Ferdinand VII (1808)9 
The rlpan1sh governor in rF'ontevideo took the oath of allegiance 
to Ferdinand, an not of insubordlnation to L1n1ers the viceroy, 
who wished to wait until the 1d1epute in Europe should be set-
tled before taking action. The Creoles were united on the re-
fueal to accept Joseph Bonapart as ruler ln place of Ferdinand, 
and divided again on the acceptance of the junta of ~eville 
whtch waa set up in the name of Jrerdtnand.. In 1809 the vice-
roy Cisneros was eent to nu~nos Aires representing this J~nta, 
Lintera was removed and there was comparative peace for a few 
months. But on ~!ay 25, 1810, an armed asseribly met in the 
plaza of nuenoe Aires ln the name of Ferdinand, and named a 
local junt~ in which the power of the viceroy was to reside. 
Complete separation from ~pain had not been accomplished, but 
what had been done gave the young liberalo in Buenos Aires, 
and the Creole armies such courage t~hat they started out to 
expel the flpan1ards from the neighboring provinces. 
From this period until 1852 1 when Rosas was removed 
from the dictatorship, the gaucho waa active in Argentine his-
tory. In 1811, J\rti3as with some thousand gauchos from Entre 
Rios crossed to Uruc:;uayl and defeated the Spaniards at Pied-
14 
ras,l a battle faniliar to every achool child. Sarmiento aaya 
that it was a b11no instrument which Artigae pttt in movement, 
but it'wae full of life, and had instincts hostile to European 
civilization and all regular organization. Thia strength that 
supported Art 1gne, 1. e·., the gauchos, we s the sane that sup-
ported L6pez at Santa Fe, Ibarra ln eantiagb, and Facundo in 
Loa I.-lanos .. 2 That is, the gaucho fought for whatever leader 
Might be in control, regardless of the cause~ To him any war 
was a war for freedom. 
Another battle was won at Tucuman by Belerano be-
cause the gauchos, ~ount~d on their swift horses harrassed the 
Span lards and drove them into the ruounta ins. 3 Ae;a in a.ft, er a 
defeat in Bolivia, Rondeau was able to bring his r~publican 
army back to safety, while the gauchos under au~Mes protected 
the border.4 
The jealousies a~d the battles that mark these early 
stru~gles to evolve a republic from a colonial system are too 
numerous and involved to mention in a study of the gaucho. 
However, three events are worthy of mention. In 1813 Belgrano 
and Rivadavia were sent to Spain to effect some sort of com-
promise, but unconditional sur~ender was their only answer. 
The fort:Ja.1 dee la rat ion of independence was made on July ninth, 
1816. San Mart.in l7merged from the province of Cuyo where he 
1. Dawson: op. cit., p. 92. 
2. Sarmiento: OQ •. cit-... 1 p. 74_ 
3. Dawson: op. ~it., p. 94. 
4. Idem., p. 104. 
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had been preparing himself to be the savior of hle country, 
ond gained his famous vlctory of Chacabuco February 12, 18170 
Thia last woe or great political importance, for it renewed 
the courage of the revolutionists, and provided a base of op-
erations for the later Pacific coast campaigns whlch finally 
put the Spaniards out of their strongest hold, Per119 1 
In Uruguay the gaucho p~ovincea revolted against 
Brazllian do:Elinion, and aided by Enslioh and Yankee privateers, 
auccesefully defeated the forces of Brazil in February 1827 at 
Ituzaingo.2 This had an important effect on Argentine inter-
nal affairs, for it gave an opening for Rosas to become die~ 
ta.tor. ~''then Riv:tdavia the chosen leader or the unitarlan party 
was unwillinB to continua the war against the Brazllians, he 
becaMe so unpopular that Roaas forced the un1tarlane out of 
power, and aided by hls gaucho bonds, made himself dictator. 
In 1835 he accepted the title of '1governor and captain gen-
era.1 u and from that year until 1852 when he was banished, the 
atrocities perpetrated by him and his general Facundo Quiroga, 
tt~!Y.2.hO malo, n3 are ever to be lamented in poetry and prose 
by the Argentines. 
Durin5 this period many of the intellectuals fled 
for their liven to Chile or Uruguay, and from a safe distance 
expressed their hatred ror the tyrant in literary crlea for 
1. 'Mitre, Bartolome: H1stor1a de San ~:r~1n, Buenos Aires 1889, 
Vol. II, p. 20. 
2. Dawson: Q2· alt~, p. 120. 
3. Sarmiento: Q.k!. cit. , :p. 201. 
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freedom. Bartolome },1itre, Domingo sarmi.anto, t.Tose '-trarrnol, Es-
teban Echeverria end Hilario AScasubl are nanaa important in 
this pe~iod of the Argentin~ history of literature. 
Sarmiento, writing contemporaneously, of this period 
said, ''Hatred of Rosa.e has united all the old federal 1st and 
old ttnitarian elements, as well as the new generation~ for they 
have all been persecuted by him .. •11 And indeed that le the one 
service of this man. Relief from this oppression came in 1846 
when genel"al Urquiza, one of Rosas' chief follov1ere, broke 
with hts leader and with the gauchos on h1a lands of Entre Rios 
he began a aeries of ~ttacka upon the Roeas forces, which cul-
rn~pated in the victory of oaseroe December 24, 18510 Urquiza 
was rewarded by being elected the first president under the 
constitution of 1853. 
When the p.rovince of BUenoA Aires joined the republic 
in 1860 after its jealous fea~s had been overcome, and the 5ov-
ernor, Bartolome t~itre had signed the constitution, Argentina 
started on her more or lees peaceful course to modern prosper-
1 ty and fame ., 
1. Sarmiento: ~~~ q~~, p. 346. 
III. The Gaucho As a IJiterary Figure. 
In the field of 11teratu~e as well as in battle, the 
gaucho becomee the protagonist. He brings honor to the Argen-
tine in pralse WOll from Dr. r!arcalino Uen~ndez y Pelayo. TO 
him, of all ~outh American literature, the gauchesque is the 
mo~t origlnal. 1 But it muet be clearly understood that he re-
fers to that class of literature produced by nen of letters who 
wrote about the gaucho. To understand this artistlc material 
it is necessary to go baclt and consider the folk-poetry of the 
gaucho from which it derives. ~ 
The Argentine like his Pi>anlah forefather, f tnds the 
origln of his popular literature in the coplaa of the dance 
and in the verses of the bard who sang from house to house hie . 
localized version of popular poetry, or invented ronancas to 
suit the occasion. Thie bard, or Raxaao~ became prominent in 
1778, and ~s said to have wandered fro~ one end of the viceroy-
ship to t.he other. 2 4.11 that is known of an early epic poet,ry 
which is supponed to have bean or1~1nal with the ~~lador ls con-
tained in a reference made by Sarmiento He evidently was fa-
millar with that type of poetry when he wrote in 1845. ::enen-
dez y Pelayo ac~epts this aa sutficient evidence or its exist-
1. l!enendez y Pelavo, ,,.,.,:rcelino: HistoriA de la J20~sia._l!ls2fil!Q.­
AmericanQ., ;liadria 1913, p. 1~69~----
?. Lehman-Nitche, Robert: Santos VeB!_, Folklore Argentino, Bole-
ttn de la acadeF!101 nacional de c1enoias en Cordoba (Argen-
tina), Vol. XXII, Buenos Aires 1917, p. 1. 
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ence.l Sar~lento aaya that the orisinal poetry Of the na_lador 
wao heavy and Monotonous and wan mo~e na.t'ratlve than s9ntlrnen-
ta1, althour;h he occasionally rose to lyric helght. 2 However 
there are many coplaa in popular menory handed down fron father 
to eon '\1hich are said to have bePn aung by the Ra;yaf!.Q.r, or even 
by Santio El Viags, the legendar~t singer. 
Probablj" tihe ve.raf?e which are sung or spol.ran in the 
country dance, are the nearest approach to the original creole 
or gaucho poGtr:v. These might be corJpat~ed to the ~lfille1,, boy 
or pan Tuoke!!, I-forth Aoerican count1~y dance songs 
Favorite Ar5entlne danoea are the cielttom, the 
huella, the eatq and the }2e.t'icon. Vidalitas and trleteG are 
the names of popular songs. 
The cle11to 1s a dance in which five couples joln 
hands around a sixth. ~etween movements of the dance, the gen-
tlenan rec it es c ielitos to the ladJr, who givee other verses 1n 
response. Thls dance in said to be a descendent of the jaleo 
of Spain, in whlch the fingers of the dancerEj of the cielito 
serve as castanets.3 The followinB quatrains current ct the 
beginning or the XIX century wlll serve as An exar1ple of a 
patriottc cielito. The rmbject is the siege of ~~ontevideo. 
1. 1tenendez y Pela.yo: J!n'\;ialogia de Poetas H1spano-ft~nerica~Q, 
Madrid 1895t Vol. IV, p. oxciv. 
2. sarra~ento: 2n.:.. ctt., p .. 60. 
3 . Id em • : p • 48 ~ 
Vigodet en eu corral 
ne enc8rro con sus gallegos, 
Y temlendo que lo pialen 
Se anda haciendo el chancho 
remgo. 
Cislo de loA roance,r.ronao, 
l\y ! ci~lito da los potrilloa 
Y brtnoaran ouj),ndo a1entan 
Las espuelas y el lorntllo.l 
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Vigodet in his pen 
Is shut up wlth hie Spaniards 
and ln fear of being entangled 
he is sneaking away. 
Slty of the old hor~.;ea 
Oh! sky Of the colts, 
and they leap wh~n they feel 
the spure in the flank .. 
La huella is a dance similar to the cie11to Rnd with 
responses, but has a chorus in addition.. The following example 
ls taken f~om the play Qsllandri~.2 
la voz 
Por entre tortcrale~ 
Forrnando espuma, 
\"a corrlendo el arroyo 
Pa la laeuna. 
2a~ 
Como el arroyo, 
Van buscendo los lagop 
Que son tus ojos.~. 
l. Zaballoa, Estan1elao 
1905' p" 15:.L 
Forflling foam, 
Th~ atraa~ goes runn1ne 
To the lake. 
2nd .Y.9...!~ 
Lilte that ie my love, 
Li1re the st.ream, 
It hunts tvro le.kes 
Which are your ejree ••• 
canciQ~ero 2opular, Buenos Aires 
2. Legu1zan6n, Hartiniano: calandria, Buenos Aires 1898, p. 
l35 .. 
CO.!:Q. 
A la huella, huella, 
Huella sin cenar, 
Abrase la tierra, 
VUe1Va9P a Cerrar. 
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Chorus 
To the track, t.o the track, 
'I'raclt)) without ceasinu, 
rcha ear1,h opens 
And ~huto again. 
Another favorite dance ls the sa~Q in whlch only two 
couples parttc1pate. The ~2..QEilla (stampin(S) and the caetn-
net are essentials of t.he dance. The aee;uidiiJ-a is the verse 
aMployed as bo~t suited to the music of the dance. An extra 
llna: .8l~~ inf~ljz madre! 1s introduced. 
El anor es un nino 
q,ue cua..ndo nece 1 
Con wuy poco que co~a 
Se eat iface. 
!Ay! de la infeliz Madre! 
Pero en creciendo 
Cuanto mas le Van dAndO 
aas va quertendo.l 
I.Jove ls a cl·1 11a 
rvh1ch so..tisf tee 
I~self with eatlne 
Very little when born. 
Oh! t1y unhappy mother! 
But, in grow tng 
The more you glvo it 
The more it wantso 
The pertcon is the national dance of the Argentine. 
Tt lP more intricate than the dances already discussed. Oix 
or eight couples are required, And the~e are five formations 
which ar~ called off by the director or the danceo Eesidee 
betng a. gratit favorlte in the provinces, this dance iti farnllia.r 
to the cities, being f3een ln the theatre, r;1un1c1pal, national 
l. Garzon: 9.:e.. c 1~ ~.• p.. 224. 
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and school programs on fiesta days. Between movements of the 
dance, the gentleman take turns at putting queet1ona to their 
ladies to which they must respond in verse. These verses may 
be original, or not, and in any rhyme scheme. Tbey are not 
called by the name of the dance as in the case or the c1elito. 
~he vidal1ta 1s sald to be of lndigenous origin and 
a part of a religious festiva1.l It has a chorus and is sung 
to the accompanl~ent of the guitar. An example is: 
Nubesita blanoa 
!Vidality! 
Que crusas el sielo, 
Dime a1 en los montes 
! Vidality! 
Has vieto a mi duafio; 
Dime ei en los mgntes 
! Yidal1ty!' 
Little white cloud 
!Vidality! 
Which crosses the sky, 
Tell me if in the hills 
! V1dal1ty ! 
Have you seen my love; 
Tell me if in the hills 
!Vidality! 
The tr1!!i! ie a name given to any song which ls sad, 
and lt 1a generally a love song beoauae of its melancholy 
oharacter.3 
A term which needs explanation at this point, though 
it does not refer to either the dance or a particular type of 
eong, is the .Q.Qntra2unto. This is a singing competition be-
tween the ~ayadores, in whlch they improvise the verses as they 
sing. This was a favorite amusement of the gauohoe in the last 
1. Sarmiento: 2~1~., p. 47. 
2. LeguizaEion: 011. c~~ ..... , pp. 131,132. Have not been suoo43ss-
ful in finding a translation for vioali~..l· 
3. Garzon: 9.P· ctt., p. 484. 
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century. It was in a contranunto with the devil himself, in 
which Santos Vega was vanquished. 
Comr:ientatore are not agreed 1n their definition of 
the gauchaeque literature. The question involved ts: eh~ll a 
given wo.rk be classed ae ga.uohesque because it employs the dia-
lect, though it may not be literature in the true sense of the 
word; shall another be excluded because it does not use the 
dioleet, yet may have tho gaucho ae its theme The logical 
answer ls that tn as much as the writer truly interprets the 
spirit of the gaucho and his environment, though he may or may 
not employ the dialect as an aid to thie, he may be classed as 
gauchesque. With this interpretation of the term as a criter-
ion, the list of gauchesque works included in this study nay 
be more inclusive than others. 
Immediately following the epic and lyric composi-
t 1one of the old Ray~qo.t!§, and simultaneous wlth the popular 
song and delnce, there sprang up in the Argentine a class of 
literature which found its counterpart 1n every republic in 
South America. It was the epic~ in which the tyranny of the 
dictator and the glory of revolution WRs the inep1rat1on of 
the poet. Henry A. Holmes includes this olaas in his study of 
the gaucho literature, since the innumerable lyrlcs which ac-
quired epic character are eo redolent of the air breathed in 
the Hart 1n Fierr.Q. of' Joee Hernandez .1 The ~c ~onero 72012~10 r2 
1. Holmes:£~· cit., p. 26. 
2. Zeballoe: q~. cit., pp. 9, 45. 
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gi'V'es an excellent selection of the epic poems of J:edro de 
Oliver nnd PantRle6n Rivarola and of other poets, which may be 
studied for the aent:imanta they e.xp.reaoed regardin5 the' revo-
lution 1 and other nAtional events. As they do not treat of the 
gaucho, except as the gauaho1 was a revolut1on1st, nor use the 
dialect, they have no place in che study of the arttatio gaucho 
lite~ature. 
There is division of opinion as to who is the first 
rapresentatlve of thie echool. Ricardo Rojas suggests that the 
first poetry which had the gaucho ae 1tsi subject was: Canta un 
gua.~o ..• los t~.r.~Y!lfos de ... Ceballos probably written by Juan 
Baltazar Ns.ziel (1727-1788) about 1778.1 '1uesada, who includes 
among the writers of the gauchesque poems only those who use 
the gaucho dialect artistically, cites a poem:i though not in 
dialect, as p:robably the :r lrat known poetic treatment or the 
gaucho.2 It is a Q!!~n~o al caeo by Fray Cayetano Jose Rod~r1-
guez and was circulated (probably on loose sheets) a.round 1811. 
Fray Rodriguez was the author of many sonss and patriotic poems, 
and 1n 1813, in company with Vicente L6pez, was aaked to pre-
sent a national anthem to the revolutionary asse~blyQ3 nhan 
·Lopez' poem was read to the assembly, Rodriguez was so charmed 
with the work of his friend that he refused to present his own. 
tt is thought that his Hi~no d~ la patria which appeared later 
2. Quesada: 012. ct~, p. 17. 
3 . Ze bal lo a : Qt? • c it. , p • 128 . 
1. Holmes: op cit •. , p. 29. 
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in a collection or patriotic sonsa wao the one he had planned 
to eubmit.l I I 
In the Cuento al Caso the poet directD hle verses to 
a friend Arquinto. He tells him of a certatn noble gauoho who 
was even r.iore arro()nnt than the hero of .the Nancha. This gaucho 
n1et an enel!ly ~ killed him1\ then laughed at his work.. The open-
ing lines describe the gaucho. 
Sabe, s1 no lo eabes, 
Oh mi querldo Arqu1nto, 
Que cierto noble huaso 
Be it known, if you don't know it, 
Oh my dear Arquinto, 
That a certain noble ~aucho 
De a quello~ que al dest1no Of those whon deotiny 
El auelo TUcumano 
Le dio por domicilio ••• 
Sin otro ajuar ni ado.mo 
Que un bozal repulido, 
Un par de guardamontes, 
Unoa baetoe estr1bosj 
Una usada carona, 
~ Yun recado mezquino ..• ~ 
Gave the land of Tucuman 
Ae a dwelling place. 
With no posP.ession or decoration 
Other than a fine bridle, 
A pair of le5gings, 
Some rude stirrups, 
A used oaddle blanket, 
And a mise~able saddle. 
Bartolome Hidalgot for his use or the gaucho dialect 
in his dialoBuee, is procla1m~d by roost critics as the origina-
tor of the true gaucho poetry. Perhaps the dlaloc;ues of Juan 
1. Zeballos: QJ2. cit~, p. 150. 
2. Idem.: p. 125. 
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Gualberto Godoy were known in the province of cuyo at an ear-
l tar date t~han were thoee of Hidalgo in Buenos Ai~ee and Monte-
v1dPo, but this 1e not certain. .At least the poems of GOdpy, 
if they came f iret, were not the sources of the later great 
gaucho writers, Ascasubt, Del campo an~ Hernandez. Even Velloso 
who names Godoy as the originator of the g~re admit~ that none 
of his p0ems have eclipsed the faMe of Bartolome Hidalgo. 1 
Little 1e known of Htdal~o's youth, except that he 
was of a poor family, and not a gaucho. He said of himself in 
a letter in 1819: tt I am of a poor but honorable f~mily; I am a 
man or poaoesa1ons and that is rJ.Y only inheritance. tt2 He was 
born at i'fontevideo ..:\ugust 24, 1787, and d 1.ed in 13uenoe Aires. 
The date and circumstances of his death are disputed. 
He was known as the !3arber of M:ontevideo because he 
served 1n that capacity in that city. In 1811 he was a volun-
teer an1ong the Uruguayan troops at 71Tercedas, Uruguay, fighting 
against the Portuguese. In 1812 he was the commissioner of war 
of the revolutionary army, and in 1814 he waa asatetant to the 
1. Velloao, wnrigue Garcia: H1stori.a de la llteratura Arse.n-
tina, Buenos Aires 1914, pp. 3S8~3S9# · - ---------
---- Velloso insists that Godoy ts the originator of the 
gaucho verse~ AS none of hts poems a~e available for study, 
Godoy has not been included in the list of gaucho writers. 
Velloso takes his information from critical notes on the 
poe~ published by Domingo Faustine sarwiento (hijo) publlshed 
in 1865. Goaoy was born July 12, 1798, t=ind died nay 16, 1864. 
He wao noted for hio fine penmanship. From 1818 his dia-
logues were familiar in cuyo. Hie works are: El verdadero 
~ del pa1s; a dialogue Corro; satires pu1Jlished tn El 
Eco de las-Andes {1824); and.in-El Huracan, Las LlanuraS-ie:mI ;aatria and~~ C~pres published in the Correo del 
Domingo. 
2. Zeballos: ~bi supra: p. 238. 
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tr~aAurer of the customs house tn Bu(!'mo.s A1r~a. The first pub-
licat ion of 11 is work waa by Igno.o io Nunez in his I..ira Argen:tYl! 
(1824) .. 1 Most of hla poems o1roulatad amone; t)he people on 
loose sheets and the dialogues were acted in play-housAs in 
Buenos Aires and ~fontlvideo.2 He wrote some patriotic ciel,itos, 
but the bulk of his work was in dialogue form, didactic in that 
the propagA.nda tn behalf of the gaucho wae urged a little t~oo 
insistently, but original in po:rtrajring th~ life of the gaucho 
and uain5 hie speechi 
Zeballos saye of his language: t'The Spanish nords and 
rural conversations of the poetry of Hlde .. le;o a.rA not ganchesque, 
but arae archaic,., •• he has not created the Baucho muse properly 
speaking •.• but in rty judgment he is the founder of por>Ular Ar-
gentine poetr~t. tt3 It is quite true that the language ts a.r-
cha ic but this makes it none the leas gRucheaqu~, stnoe that is 
the true language of the gaucho, as ls evident by the roost sup-
erf io inl study of the poems in aompartson wlth the language 
thRt the e;auchos speak today. On the other hand, riren~ndez y 
Pelayo:t though admiting no poet,ic end in the poems, sa;ya that 
one cannot deny that in them are round the germ of the peculiar 
sauchesque literature.4 
1. ~iren~ndez y Pelayo: _~ntalog!'!, .O:Q D c 1t., p cxcv1. 
2 0 .lQ!S!. 
3. ~aballos: op. 01~~· p. 242. 
4. ~irenendez y ?elayo: yb1 sunm. 
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The tttleo of the dialogues a.re: Dialo32 patriQ.t..!Q.Q. 
interAeante entre Jaoi~Qhano, C~l2§..taz de l!~l!-!~~~~~.@.-~n 
1as islas del To@llo!l.~-e'.! .... f5~uqho_9.~ lLm!§:fJ!.!§t_C1.~~-UQnte;l 
NuevQ d1alo50.~~e~tre Ramon.cgntrera~:~·Y Chano, ~n~ataz ~~ 
y~~~a~c!~-fill las 1~1o~l_!ordillo;2 B!lacion_rruc h&ce_!! 
rsaucho R'1m6n Contrnaa a Jaointo._Qr!ano, de todo lo_g'l!~ vlo en 
las fia~_ma;raa e11 ?!Jenoe ,.J\iree (18221 .3 The first two dia-
logues are complaints against the poverty of the eaucho, against 
hls compulsory milltary service and the uselessness of revolu-
tions which use up money and accompllsh nothin3. Yet through 
them both ls a straln of resentment asainst Spain and Ferdinand 
who seem~ to be .responslble for their troubles. In the begin-
ning of both dialogues the friends take the cima.ron (a bitter 
tea sucked throu~h a tube) ~nd interrupt their conversation to 
remark on the tea or to talte more. This la a realistic touch 
employed by all succeeding gaucho w.r1ters. In the first Cha.no 
says that he has se~ved ten yaara to remove the chatns of Fer-
dinand from his country and wondere what pay he ~et~ ror it. 
He ph1losoph1zes on equality in this way: 
1. Ze1:>a 11 o s : q:Q • c 1 t . , p • 245 . 
2. Ide~., p. 251. 
3. !1enendez y :Peletyo: Antalog!a, .Q:Q .. cit., p .. 425. 
Porque naidea sobre natdea 
Ha de ser mas superio~ ... 
La loy es una no mas; 
Y ellA da su protecoion 
A todo el que la re.speta .. ,, 
Para elln ee lo mismo el 
poncho 
Que casaca y pantalon -
Contreras 
Pues eiempre o1 declr 
Que ante la lay era y6 
Iqual a todos loa hombres.l 
For no one 1s superior 
To another,., .• 
The law is one only, 
And lt givea p~otection 
~o all who respect 1t ... 
FOl"' it, 
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The poncho, the dress coat or 
The pantaloon are the same -
Contrera.§ 
For I always heard it said 
That ! was equal to any man 
before the law. 
In the second dialogue the propaganda iA even nore 
obtrusive than tn the first. Chano considers Ferdinand so stu-
pid that he is e:ur~ tha~ he couldn't even whistle. The gauchos 
again lament the perpetual war and praise San :Mart1n who io 
d~ivins the Spaniards out of Lima. 
The third otalogue le of an entirely different char-
acter. It is free from political allusions, and shows the care-
free life of the eauoho and his complete abandonment to the 
pleasures of e fiesta. Contreras has been to the May celebra-
tions in honor of the first assembly (1810) held in Buenos 
Aires in 1822. He recounts his experiences to his friend Chano 
who had been unable to attend because of a bullet wound re-
ceived in a horse trading deal. This dialogue is prophetic of 
l. Zeballoe: 012. cit:., p. 247. 
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the Fausto of Del Campo. Hidalgo might well have bean a 3aucho 
ln view of thls inti.mate knowledge of the details of gaucho 
life,, 
Imitation of Hidalgo was not immediate, for Romant1-
c1em introduced into the Argentine ln 1830 tr/ Esteban Eche-
verrta, intervened to centre the attention of the young ltber-
als on anothe~ type of literature. Echeverria was born in Bue-
nos Aires in 1805 and died in "P1ontevideo 1n 1851, 1 one year too 
early to see the fall of the tyrant against whom he had been se 
outspoken. ihen twenty he went to Europe and there became ac-
quainted w1th the works of Chateaubriand, with Goethe and 
Schiller in tranolattone and Shakespeare and Byron in the orig-
inal. He returned to 13uenos Aires in 1830, enthuoiostic over 
European libe.ralisr.1 and full of desires to inte1'1vene in the 
public life of hie own country, only to flnd lt in the grip of 
Roaas.. Echeverr1a joined the aesoci3tion of ~~ayo, a secret rm-
o iety of students opposed to Rosas and as a result of this had 
to flee to ~ontevtdeo 1n 1841 where he stayed until his death. 
His first publlcatton, Elvira o la novia del Pl~~~' which pre-
sented Ro1nant1cism formally to the i~rgentine, was published 
I 
the snme year aa Rivas' ~l Moro F~xpqaito (1832) ~ Henandez y 
:Pela.yo sayo that the poem has 1 tttle value fo.t' it is rarely 
poetic, and is not even valuable for its local color; Elvira 
might well have been the bride of any country.2 Although this 
poem vms received with l1tt1P enthusiasrn, the cautiva, hls next 
1. Menendez y Pelayo: Antalog!D;, p. olxiv. 
2. Idem., p. cl.xvii. 
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att~mpt, publiAhad in an eaitlon of Rimas {J837) brought the 
poet into recognition and fame. 1 Ftve hundred copieri of this 
ed1tlon were sold in Cadiz, ~nd ln 1861 the poem was trans-
,,, 
lated int.o Get'r'lan by Gu iJ lermo Walt.:ar ~ ~ 
~a_Qeutiva 1~ wrltten ln classical ~3.oanish, with no 
single example of the gaucho dialect. Tho firsL nine parts 
of the poE-t~ a~aJ with the roMant le expe:riences of r!'ar!a and 
her huebana nrlan on the desert, and th$ la~t is an epilogue 
which praises the l:laro1cm of i!ar1a. The chief value of the 
poem is ln lts realistic desc.riptlofls of tha pa!Tlpa and o:r tthe 
crueltieo of the Indlans to their captlveo. ~he story tn brief 
is this~ ThE' Indians celebrate the successeri or the day by 
drinking and dancing 3round the canp fire, and kill1n~ and 
tortur1nf) the i.r prisoners. 1rlb.ell they are too drunlt to know 
what ls happening, 7.lar!a otlibs her captor~ releases t1er hus-
band t:Jr lan and flees wit,h him lnto the desert. They hlde b~:r 
day in the ~jonal (oasis of the pamp,i) planning to continue' 
their journa:';r the next. dRy, but Brian ie too weak froru his 
wounds to go on. L!a.r1a watches by him until he diesll then de-
airl.ng life only for hel: aon' s salte, of whom she lri..rtown nothing., 
she starts out to soak c 1vi.11zat ion. After days of weary trav-
eling wlth bleeding feetj she meets so:ne soldiers, rramnants of 
her nueband' 8 forces, who t.iell her thot her son has been 1<1lled. 
Ohe falls oead at their feet. The author, like all 'Lhe romanti-
1. ~: p. 175 
2. 1§.f!m: p. clxxilo 
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Ciate, ShOWS thP force Of oestiny. 
El destino de tu v1da The destiny of your llfa 
FUe amar, amor tu delirio~ 
Amor oauso tu martirlo, 
~as love, love was your delirium 1 
' Love caused your martyrdom, 
Te dlo sobreraano eer;l Gave you superhuman ohar-
acte.ristice; 
"''!enendez y Pelayo says or :!che,rer.r!a i• If Chateau-
briand were less vtai.ble in hie ViOrlts, and M~r1a and Bri.an 
we)'.te mo~e .real, t~1e C~ut~'!:! vronld be one of the finest thinc;s 
ln American literature. ~•2 
Echeverr1a hu~ptred two poets who are of 1nt~rest 1n 
the etudy of the gnuohasque poetry: Juan ~iart~. Gut i~rrez and 
sartolome ~1 it1"1EL The first (1809-1878) in aoclition to his 
cl?itica.l wo.rlto Vfhich maoe hlm the most faMou~ J\reenttne critic 
of the XIX century,3 published an epic Los Anores del £SIBd~~4 
( 1838) the yenr after the publication of !ia c,S\'L!.~' then in 
1843 another sho:rt poem A-ml .. ca.ba.l,l .. o. 5 The verses co1.'.le from a 
homesiclt heart in ban1shMant. Tha poe1, asks his horee whether 
h~ has cried for hi~ ln hl~ owner'~ absence when others cared 
1. ~: p. 236. 
2. Xde~: p. clxxlv. 
3- Velloso: op. gitL, p. 262. 
4. Coeeter, Alf~ed: Ther.li~~ary histo~I of Spanish America, 
New York 1910~ p. l2v. 
5. Henandez y ~olayo: Antalqg1E!~ p. 257 .. 
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for h1m, or if he remembers the times he was present at his 
owner's love making by the river. The opening verse shows the 
rider's love for hta horse: 
Rey de los llanoe de la 
patria m1a, 
1111'1 tostado alazan! Quien me 
volv1era. 
Tu :t"iel y senarosa compafi1a 
Y tu mirada 1ntel1gente y 
fiera! 
King of the plains of my 
native land, 
My tanned sorrel! Who would 
return to me 
Your faithful and noble 
presence 
And your intelligent and 
wlld lool{! 
Bartolome ~Titre (1821-1906), general, governor of the 
provtnce of Buenos Aires, preaident and historian of the lives 
of General Belgrano and San Mart!n» was also famous in his 
youth as the writer of verses. In 181+4 he edited a book, 
/ 
R1mas,, l which contains a section called Ha.rmonias de l~ .. Qam12a. 
They are Fcheverr!an in their treatment of the pampa and nation-
al honor. The most famous is the §antos ve5~, which will be 
discussed later under the section The legen.£L .. ~f Santos Ve5a. 
( See belov1, page 44. ) 
Hilario Aaoaeubi (1807-1875) 2 chronolog1cally follows 
l. 1111t.re, Bartolome: Rim§!.!h Buenos Aires 1916. 
'the poems included in the Rarmon1as de la pam~~ are: 
A un OmbU (p. 123); /\ Santos Ver (p. 127); El :Qato (p. 133); 
F.l Caballero del Gaucho (p. 145 . 
2. Ascaeubi, Hilario; Ranto@ Veg~, Buenos Aires 1919 
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Mitre in the production of gaucho literature. The influence 
of tUtre 1s shown in his uee of the legend of Santos Ve3a, and 
that of Echeverria in the choice of a romantic subject and tech-
nique. The use of the gaucho dialect in his three works and 
the dialogue form employed in Anioeto~ gallo and Paulino 
Luc~ are imitations of Hidalgo. (See below~ page 45, for his 
life and importance.) 
The names of Estanislao del Campo, Jose Hernandez 
and Hilario Ascasub1 fo~m a trio of gaucho writers of the first 
ranlc. Mone of them was original in the use of the gaucho a.a 
the protagonist or the use of the dialect, for Hidalgo inspired 
them ~11. None of them was a gaucho but in spite or that they 
have been able to speak his language and make the reader sense 
the vastness of the pampa, and feel with the gaucho hie joy and 
sorrow. They have been successful in writing verse which is 
really poetic at t1rriea and in p1;1oducing authentic contemporan-
eous account a of the periods of which they write. 
Estanislao d~l Campo was born tn 1834 in Buenos Ai~es 
and died there in 1884. He was a, writer and pol1t1cian. l Thei 
Fausto2 published firat 1n the Qor~eo del nominso (1868), la 
his only notable work. It 1s a definite imitation of the ~­
toa Vega of Ascaaubi, parte of which were known as eArly as 
1850, though t.he complete work v.rao not published until 1872. 
The meeting of the two g~ucho friends at the be~inn1ng of the 
1. Martin Fierro: qp. cit. 
2. Del Campo, Estonislao: Fausto, Buenos Aires 1920. 
poemt the description of their horses, their drinking of mate, 
the swearing, the compa~ieons made by the gaucho of human life 
to animal life are like the Santos Vega. However the theMe of 
the Fa~ 1.e lUce that of the third dialogue of Hidalgo in 
whlch Contreras recounts his experiences in Buenos Aires at the 
r!ay fiestas" In the poem of Del CaPlpO the gaucho Anastasio, 
El Pollo, has been to 13Uenos Aires trying to collect money from 
his wool sales.,. One evening he sees the people gathered llke 
cattle in front of the Col6n theater and he joins them to see 
the presentation of the opera Faustc He reeounte h1s impres-
sions of the opera in as many pa.rte as there are ects in the 
play 1 and so realistically that upon hearing of the devil and 
his part in it, Don La5una hae to cross himself. The result 
1s a very charming and artietlc bit of work. 
One feelet hot1ever that the author has done a clever 
thing in siving the public somethinB to laugh over, rather than 
portrayed the real feelings of the gaucho under the circum-
stances that he descrtbes. Ha makes fun of the gaucho by hav-
ing him misinterpret the play. ~enendez y Pelayo saye that it 
ls good, wholesome, le~itimate poetry.l He quotes verses giv-
ing the gaucho' a impreee1ons of the sea, something no gaucho 
could ever have felt, much less described. In spite of these 
evidences of artificiality there are few #Orks which have more 
perfoct gauchesque form or a more poetlc vein. 2 
l. !~n,ndez y Pelayo: Historia, p. 472. 
2. Quesada: op~ cit~, p. 27. 
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verses doscrlptive of the horses or nantos Vega and 
La~una show stmilarity: 
Santos ves~ 
El oual iba pelq a pelo, 
en un potrillo hragao 
flete lindo como un ~ 
que apenas plsaba el suelo 
de livianito y delgao.l 
( Referrlng to \rac;a) 
Tiho went on the same horse, 
a 'buck-skin colt 
swift and f 1ne as a dioe 
barely touched the ground 
it was so light and graceful. 
Fausto 
En un ouero rosao, 
Flete nuevo y parejito 
Ca1ba al bajo, ~l trot1clto 
como creo que ne hay ot~o 
I 
Capaz de llevar un potro. 
A sofrennrlo en la luna.2 
Fau!tf.& 
On a spotted pinlt horse 
young, swift and well formed, 
Aa I believe there is no 
other who could hold him 
in the moon. 
The tollowine are only a few of the many examples 
found in both poems, where the sto.rylfLeller makes homely refer-
ence to the life around him~ 
Vega say e: nLe hare una comparac ton. , . rt he then com-
pares his friend to a tame horse which will jump when it is 
t lokled tn the flank, 3 ana agnin the cousin of F;etrella says: 
"No sabec que el dinero anda a caballo? 04 (don't you know 1,hat 
1. A SC a SU b 1: 0 !2. C 1 t .. , p • 30 . 
2. Del Campo: Q~~-qt~~, p. 7. 
3. Ascasubi: 2e· q~t,, p. 79. 
4. ru!B.!_, p. 216. 
money goes on horse back?) 
Laguna in Fauetq says you might compare the vanishing 
stars to a horse who io shedding hts hai.r,l aud the broken land-
scupe to a swift and swollen stream~2 and Aniceto compares his 
tale to a swift horse which is not tired.3 
The third of the trio of gaucho writers, Jose Hernan-
dez, is the most famous, for in hls ,lli!rtin Fie~ he has cre-
ated a character which has nll of the reality of the ga~ohos 
of Aecasubi, the wit and philosophy of the Fausto, and has 1n 
addition told the experiences of hi.a gaucho with a pathos which 
woves the reader as no other gaucho poems have done. No other 
poem can compare to the Nartln Fierro in popularlty.. Holmes 
who has ma.de a most careful etudy of' Hernandez' poaM, e;iv1ng 
all credit due to its predecessors~ has th ls to say of it :11-
0since its publication L:1 1872 "tertin_E'.!~Q has lleld the cen-
tre of the stage. After its appearance no other lyric,ep1c 
poet hae arisen to give ue in gaucho speech th~ gaucho's story. 
~ .• The demand for the poem has never ceased. From 1872 to 1875 
eight editions appeared in BUenos Aires and a ninth in Rosario. 
The edition: or 1894 estimates a sale or 64,ooo copies up to 
that dateo tn 1917 Rojas given a figure of 100,000 coplea.5 
In spite of evident faults {referring to the vuelta which is 
1. Del Campo: .Qlh. cit., p. 21, 
2. Id era. , p. 14 .. 
3. Idem., p .. 17. 
4. Holmes: on. ci't, .• , p, 55. 
5 • Id em .. , p • 75 . 
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not up to the firat part) it is a masterly exposition of gaucho 
life." 
Hernandez was bo:rin near Buenos Aires November 10, 
1834, the son of an old and rlch family.1 He died on October 
10, 1894, in Belgrano, a fashlonable sectlon of suenoe Aires. 
Ltttle is known of hls education. In hls youth he was sent 
south to estanclaA for hls health, where he learned the ways 
of t~he Indians and tha gauchos about whom he was to w~lte later. 
Hls political ana literary life fell tn the period of peace 1n 
the Argentine. Ue was polltically opposed to both Mitre a.nd 
Sarmlento and even assisted in eome ninor gaucho uprisings led 
by Lopez Jordan ( 1870-1872). ¥/hen thane fe 1l ed, he was exiled 
for a nhort period. He returned in 187.l~ and beom1,e a prominent 
political fi3ure. He held diJ:"tffctorehips in the national bank 
of {·[ontgages and in the council of Education. In the later six-
ties he was editing in Buenos Aires the ~ls~~ del Rio de la 
!'lnita. He wrote some short poems aonta i.ned ln thFJ 18911 edltlon 
of liart1n Fierro which have no literary valueQ Thev are: li~l 
'II' -
vle.}o y la nlfia"- Los dos beoos, El C~).rpinter~ and cantares. 
Holmes suge;este that the orlgln of Martin Fle:rro is 
ln the author' e resentment against the pf't;1ct ices oppressive to 
the e;aucho, which led him to fight wlth them; hence the realism 
in the poe~. It was the lust of battle, not the complacent 
swirk of the pamphleteer or the mere rhymer, that shone in the 
eyes or the poet.2 
1 .. Idem., p. 67. 
2. jg~m., p. 78. 
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The following verses are rrorl'l the begiPn 1.ng or ~­
t 1n Fierro in which the 12ayaao.r wit,h no introduction from the 
author baglne his song: 
Aqu1 me pongo a cantar, Hare ! begin to sing 
Al oompas de la v1guela 8 TO the time of the guitar, 
Que el hombre quP le dasvela ~or the man who is beoet 
! 
Una pena estrord1naria, By extraordinary anguish 
Como la ave aolitaria l.1ke the lonely bird, 
con el can tar se consuela a • ~ comfort a himself with song t 
Cantando me he de mori.r, Singtng I fJhall die, 
Cantando Me han de enterra.r, Singing ( shall be buried, 
cantando he de llegar And o1ng\ng I shall arrive 
Al pi~ de Eterno ?adrA. 1 At the feet of the eternal 
father. 
~ffa.rt!n ii'ierro recalls 1n poetic contrast the days 
when he had a wifo and children, did his dayts work with the 
herds and returneo to B~ peaceful sleep a.t n1ght. Tn@n tha army 
off leers come to draft him into ~ilitary service which takea 
him f~r from hls home, After two years he deserts and returns 
to his own land to find that hio wife has gone off with another 
man and the children have disappeared. Re then determines to 
be a .!fil!trero (killer). At a country dance he kills a negro and. 
his life of cr1oe begins. He later meets wtth hie friend Cruz, 
a police sareent, who eaves him from h1a ovm offictals, and 
1. Hernandez: oR. cii~, pp. 41-42. 
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they flee toc;ether "'eio find refuge with the tndlans. They a.re 
rocaived suspic iouel;r by the Indians, but alloweo to rermin 
with theri. The small pox attaol~s the camp, and the gaucho and 
h ic friend Rl,,e a.bout tJro lea·11e when they learn tho.t the Indian 
who had Raved the!!? is ill; they remain to help him.. Cruz be-
comes sick with the disease and dies, and ?11Tart!n buries him 
and forsakes the camp. He rescues a white captive woman who 
was being beaten 1'Y an Indian. He finds tVvo of his sons, uho 
a1ng their exper1ences to him. A third s1.nger callee l'ioard1at 
'/. 
who turns out to be one of his sons, continues the tales. Then 
the brother of the men whom mirt fn had 1\:illed arrives to chal-
lence hin to a qqnt~an~nto~ (See above, page 21.) Troubl~ ts 
SVO 1ded b;t the sons' tDCtfully Chtin(31ng the subject,. "r'art lU• 
elvas them all at.lvice and they Repara,te to seolt their fortunes 
in d~fferent directions. 
The poem is a tale of troubles, yet through it all 
" the gaucho bea:ra them philoso1Jhioally and hopes for better times. 
With the work or Rafael Obligaoo the gavcho poetry 
dP-parta from the epic~ to return to the lyric. Obl15ado'e con-
tribution to the chain of ~aucho literature le hie ~~ntoa Ve6a, 
the most perfect poet1oal interpreiJatlon of that character. He 
was born January 2~ 1852, in ~~enos Aires of a dictinguiahed 
family and died in 't1~endoz'a ~~arch 8, 1920. His Poeoias1 appeared 
f1rst in 1885. He lived most of hle life on the banks or the 
Perana which evidently gave him his nature 1nspirat ion.. He was 
l Obligado, Ra.fael: poee1as, Buenos Aires 1921. 
4o 
inteJ?asted 1n the classi-ca.. me was one of rmvere)l who rounded 
the faculty of Fi10.E!Qf1a v Letraa {Unlvers1t,y of Buenos Airos) 
and woe n correspondinB ~ember of the Acade~ia ~?!~~~· (See 
below, page 47, for estimate of his Santos Ve8S, ) 
The next link in the gaucho lite~ature is the novel, 
the loaic~l development from verse which has exhausted itself 
and has found no new oingers to .refresh 1t. Fiduardo Gutierrez 
( 1853-1890) 1 was the creator of the gaucho novel in his Jyon 
r!ore1r11 (J 881). T1., was written for a nawspape1"' public, and t.he 
paintiines of the eFtrly gaucho writers are pale tn comparison 
with the bolo atroltas of its euthor.. He took his character 
ft'om a reel T'"l'oreira bandit famous in the e.ixt ie'a, a Jesse Jameo 
who needed ltttle Plaborat1on to make him plensing to e public 
ea~er for thrills. Gutierrez wa~ a cereleea journalist end not 
nn art S.st • 2 Hf} he c1 ht~ i'o llower s, one of t.he mo st. not ec1 an 
Uruguay i.an real 1st, Javier de \Tiana. 3 
To Quesado 1 after the fall of Roaas (1852) and the 
true natlonal oreanlzat}1on of the repvblie, creoli.sm or gauch-
ieim assuM~d n new aspect, for with the inc:rease of lmroigr1ation 
the gaucho lenguage no longe~ was p~edoninant~ 4 Between 1857 
end 1895 l,200,000 Italians, 200,000 ft'rench, 40,000 F:nglish, 
and 30,000 Germans entered the Argentine ~nd mingl~d their words 
with th~ pure Rpanlsh as well as with the gaucho speech. On the 
J. Holmes: ~R.:.. cit., p. 62. 
2. Iden., p. 64. 
3. Viana, Javier de: Gat.toha, £~ontev1deo 1913, Ranchos, BUenos 
~ires 1920; Paisanas, Buenos Atres 1920Q 
4. Quesada: qR· cit., pp. 45-SO. 
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s1,aga 0 s well ae in 1 i.terature there appeared a lenguage called 
cocoliche, 1 a mixture of Ita11anisrilS and gauoh1e.ms which cAme 
to replace the old gaucho dialect. l'J.'he terr.a is derived from 
the character Cocoliche ln the dramatization of Juan Moreira. 
'rhe exaggerated tnles or Gutierrez plus the increase of tmml-
g,rat ion a.re the cause of the degenerflt. ion of the gaucho 1 tter-
ature. (Ree below, page 48~ for a further study of t.,he santoe 
yega of Gutierrez.) 
The historjr o.f the popular theatre in the ./il"gentine 
ls the history of the gaucho drama; it is an outgrowth of the 
novel. Thr.t creators of the creole (gaucho) dra111a Are the !!lem-
bere of the Podesta fc:tmlly, especially Jose and Jeronimo. 2 It 
began in this wnyQ In June 1084, an equeAtrlan company under 
the direction of two north Americ~ns, the Carlos brothers, ~as 
I 
acting in the 1\rgent1na Politeama in Buenos Aireso The novel-
ist Gutt~rrez suggested to the Carlos' that they locallze the 
pantomlme which follow?d the performAnce. They accepted the 
idea, and chose the stOl'j1 Of Juan Tliore ira maklne, Jose J>odest .. a 
the protagonist. The success of th~ perforMance was enormous. 
tt was presented twelve tJimes before the company rnoved to R1o 
I 
d~ Janeiro. Jose Podesta organized a company with his brother 
and another relative named Scotti and off and on during the 
year gav~ thit:t perfo:rrrirmce of Juan "'foreira. Early in 1886 
some dialogue wn s added., t.h~n in April of the same yenr the 
play wi.th complete dialogu~ arranged by Podesta fron the novel 
1. Idem: p. 53 
2. Lehmann-Nitche: 9p. cit , PP~ 216, 217, 218~ 
was shown first in Chlvelcoy. This was the bil:'th of the nation-
al Argentine dramaQ 
In i'1arch And April 1890 the brothers adaea the play 
I5art1n Fierro (arranged by Elias Rec;ules) and Juan Cuello (ar-
ranged by Luis Yfej!ae) to their repertoire. 
In 1892 they showed Julian Jime~ez by Abdon Aroztegui 
and El \llnteneo by Dr. Regules. 
In 1892 in the Politeart'Ja of !fontev ideo they presented 
Juan soldado of Crosman ~Ioratorio. 
In 1894, Qobarde y Tr1P.~1aciones de un Criollo-1?:[ 
P~rez Pet,it and ~.fil_Y:fil"A arranged by Juan Carlos Nosiglla. 
In 1896 ca!7le Calandria by ;trertiniano Leguizamon. 
In 1897 the !moo.~ of Agustin Fontenella$ 
Thls completes th9 list of eRrly productions of the 
.Podesta company. (For other arrangBxnents of ~antoe Vec;a ~ee 
\ 
below, page 49., ) 
T~e play Calandrla of Leguizamon has a peculiar place 
in the history of the national drama, for it. is an attempt to 
repud 1o.te the harmful affects of ,,c.he exae;e;erat ions of the Juan 
T"'oreira Lype of play c rt is a recreation of the idealistic 
concept ion of Santos Vega or L!fart 1.t1 Fierro~ Tl1e following ac-
count frori the ~Jae ton uay 24, 1896, written by Luis Ber1sso, 
only one of many such accounts published in the 1898 edition 
of the pla; :i shows f!pprE="c 1.ati~n of this effort . 1 '}Last night, 
... after havin~ had to endure so many halr-ruisine things, we 
have finally had the good luck to hear something which is a 
vivid picture taken from life, though it is not properly a 
drama •.. ; though it ie fundamentally gaucho it is far removed 
from the brutal and bloody types of Juan Cuello and Juan ~or­
e tra." 
The gaucho Calandria is a RayadQ...~, a lover of free-
dom, a carefree wanderer ot the pampa, who did not hate the law 
except as it forced him into ~ilitary service, nor did he kill 
regardless of conaequenoes. For love of his china. the beauty 
or the oountry-aiae, he threw away his knife ae a symbol of his 
old wild days and became a decent citizen. 
IV. The Legend of Santoe Vega~ 
Before introducing the ~antos veg~ of Hilario Aeca-
aubi as an object of special study, it would be well to discuss 
the legend of Santos Vega and place Ascasubi'a poetic narra-
tive in the chain or literature which proceeds froro the talea 
concerning him. Robert Lehmann-Nitche in his thorough study of 
the prose and poetic treatment of this legend, and in his in-
vestigations of the authenticity of the character, has left 
little to be said on the eubjeat.l He has shown that the char-
acter of Santos Vega, whether he be real or fictitious~ ts one 
of the richest sources of the popular Argentine poetic muse. 
Bunge accounts for the popularity of the legendary hero by the 
fact that he has become the purest and most elevated personi-
fication of tha gaucno.2 Just as the Cid became the hero of 
the Spanish people, so has Santos Vega come to be the ideal of 
the Argentines. 
Nitohe's conolus1ons regarding the legend are, that 
it is of medieval Cast1111an origtnt as proved by a few frag-
Mente of ballads conserved in colonial territory, 3 and that the 
name of a real Argentine Jose Oantos Vega has been substituted 
for the protagonlst of the old ro~ance.4 There are few facts 
1. Lehmann-Nitche: 012..!._..9.J:!. 
2. Hernandez: op._~i~, p. 54. 
3. Lehmann-Nitche: 012. c 1~.·., p. 2. 
4~ Idem: p .. 429. 
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concerning Santos Vega, but the following information about him 
has the appearance of veracity. Accordine to current opinion 
in Buenos Aires, in the ftrat quarter of the XIX century, there 
existed a Qayador, Jose ~antos Vega. He once competed in ,a 
1 
oontrauunto for two or three n15hts consecutively with an Afri-
can slnger. This competttion took place in the barrio~ p~~o 
which is todny on Montevideo etraet 1n Buenos A'lres between 
Sarmiento and corr1entee streets.l La Prensa~ Buenos Aires, on 
July 28, 1885, printed an art.tole by P. Rodriguez who recounts 
the story of an old man who saw Jose qantoe Vega the :tWYador 
dle 1n a kitchen on the astancia of Saenz Valiente in the dis-
trict of Tuyu~ 2 A grave exists in Tuyu which is said to be that 
of Santos Vega., 
The legend has found expresslon in three fields: that 
of poetry, of the novel, and of the drama, but mainly in poetry. 
The first use of the legend was ma.de by "9artoloma ~ 1~itre in his 
poem .A Santos Vega, one of a collect ion of Harmon 1.ae de la 12ampa 
published in his Rimas (1838).3 He wrote it when only sixteen 
years as a supreme expression of hie love of nature and liberty, 
and his hatred of tyranny. For this he was the idol of the 
youth of his day. 4 In an explanatory note to hls poem, 1.Ut.re 
says that ~antos Vega died of Brter~ and according to popular 
1. ~: p. 4o2. 
2. ~: pp. 412,,413. 
3. !!itre: on" cit • .. t pp. 127-133. 
4. Idem: introduction, p. vii. -
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tradition was vanquished by an unknown youth in a song wh1oh 
the gauchos call contrauunto. The unknown singer was supposed 
to have been the devil himself J for he alone could have won 
over Santos Vega. The poeM is written in seventeen verses. 
Mitre is dee idedly outspoken age. lnst the use of the dialect. 
In his note to Santos Vega he says nTo make the gaucho speak 
the poets have employed all of the 3aucho expressions; t~ey are 
very energeticj picturesque and charmingJ but they do no.t con-
stitute what may properly be called poetry. nl The poet suggests 
in his worde directed to Santos Vega, that it were better to 
have on~'s eongs sung by gauchos and Indiana, and well written 
in popular memory, than to have them carved in stone. He makes 
no mention of the youth or loves of vege, but carries him to 
his grave on his favorite ho.rae midst his sorrowing adm1.rera. 
The grief of the friend~, and the stateliness of the procession 
is reminiscent of the death of the Cid. Then in accordance 
with the legend, the poet brings back hie spirit to kindle a 
fire under the ombU tree and stroke the strings or the guitar 
which is hung in the tree, aa had the incomparable ~a1ad9_.!: when 
alive. 
The next treatment or this subject was by Ascaaubl 
in his book entitled Santos Vega, published in its complete 
form of 13,000 verses in 1872. He says that he began to v1r1te 
this story as early as 1850. 2 This poetic narrative does not 
pr1martly concern the life of Santos Vega; it is rather the 
1. ~: note, p. 361. 
2. Ascnsub1: o~. cit., p. 25. 
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tale told by Vega of the Mellizos de la: flor to tha purely f io-
t 1 t ious characters Juana Patrona and Rufo Tolosa. Although 
Vega serves only as a· romantlo background to the thoroughly 
romantic tale that he tells, Aeoasubi faithfully preserves in 
him the spirit of the legendary na~raqql_!. Ascasub1, in variance 
with his predecessor ~itre, thinks that the character is only 
a myth, for in hie words to the reader in the 1872 edition he 
saye: 0 The plot of the ~11zos de la Flor ts a favorite theme 
of the Argentine gaucho. It 1..s the st~ory of a bandit who was 
capable of committing any cr1rrie, and who gave Breat trouble to 
the law. Sy preeent lng hls deeds and cri.minal life th.rough the 
medium of Santos Vega 9 I ho.ve also conserved a Myth of t,he coun-
try people.l Aecasubt's interpretation of Santos Vega ranks 
h1gb ln the eetiMation of Nitche, for he says of him: ttrn com-
parison with .Ascasubi, there is little to be said of any w.rlter 
who has rnent ioned our hero. o2 
It was the work or Rafael Obllgado to popularize the 
legendar~r character in 1877 1n his poem 8antQ~ Vegat tta jewel 
vvorthy of figurlng in tha, beat south American 1 i.terature. tt4 He 
introduces many new elements 1n his interpretation of the char-
acter.. The parts of the poem are: ~J,mf;\ deL~It!dor, ~ 12rer1C!.C?: 
del 12a!a.dor, Jtl h irnno del 12a:v._qdor and La. mu!?_t:!!_e .. "el .:Q~l:aqor. 
1. Idem: p. 26. -
2. Lehmann-Nitche: 012. cit., p. 29. 
3. Obligado: 01'2. cit., p. 211. 
4. Lehroann ... Nitohe: op. cit.~ p. 29. 
The f 1rst verses have been set to mus\c and popularized by Leo-
poldo corretjer. In the third episode, the poet by comparison 
to the heroism of the past appeals to the youth of the present. 
Tha following example gives·an idea of the epirlt of the poem: 
!Rijos del llano y la sierra, 
!pueblo Argent1no! ?Que 
haremos? 
sons of the plain and hill. 
Argentines, what sha~l we do? 
??lenos valientes aerenos ~iha.11 we be less brave 
que los que libres se aclaman? Than those who proclaim 
liberty? 
!De Buenos Aires nos llawan, 
A BUenoe Aires volemos!l 
They call us from Buenos 
.Aires, 
To &Jenoe Aires let us fly. 
The highly tdeallzed type of Q@yad~~ of Ascasubi and 
!jitre was not to last, for in the hands of the novelist Eduardo 
Gutterrez ha baoAMe the bandit ana anarchist. The thirty nov-
els of out1errez ware and et111 are popular. Their melodra-
matic and exaggerated character made an appeal to the common 
people and the stories of Juan \[ore lra 1 Juan Cuello and Santos 
Vega were houaehold words. Their influence was so e;reat that 
all e;auchesque poer:io and novels which followed toolt on the 
gaucho ~~l2 character. The ~antos Veg~ of Gutlorrez like hie 
other novels has a documental value for the period treated, upon 
removal of the exaggerated descr1ptione. 2 It appeared first ln 
1. Ohl 1gado: op.. c lt:,.,, p. 225. 
2. Lehmann-:N'itche; .Ql?· cit., p. 132. 
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the daily La patria Argentina in the, numbers beginning Ifovember 
22, 1880, and continuine u~til April 30, 1881. 1 In a prologue 
the author tells what he considers is the true story of Santos 
Vega. rt is not sure just how much of th1o may be considered 
as authentic and how much 1s hts own tnvention. 2 The use of 
th~ leganda~y character in a novel enablea the autho~ to fashion 
an alabOrate story around him. He gave Vega a childhood, a rich 
father and o sick mothGr. He gave him an early love affair with 
Mar1a, and a later one with Dolores a married woman. He became 
a fugltive frorri justice and the eaauoho m~,lq when he killed the 
fat.her of Hnr1a. On his flie;hts he would stop at friendly ee-
tano las or wlne shops and sing his verses which b.!'7ou5ht him 
fane. Finally the author gave him a friend, Carmona. rt was 
to the grave of thie loved one that Vega went to fast, and it 
was there that he became so weak that he was unablo to wln the 
ContraRunto with tha devil.3 
There have been eight verelficetions of this novel, 
and fourteen poems dealing with important 'inc identa of 1rega 1 n 
life,4 while over two dozen treat of some phase of it wherein 
the name of the Rayador may or may not be wentionad. 
The theme of Santos Vega was used three times in the 
drama.5 There are two dramRtizat1ons of the novel; the first 
l. Lehmann-Mltche; ~12. cit., p .. 132. 
2. M2fill pp. 138-156. 
3. ~: p. 160. 
}+_ ~: p. 177. 
5. ~: p. 216. 
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was arranged by Juan Carlos Nosiglia ln 1894, 1 and the second 
by Domingo sp!ndola ln 1903-4. 2 The third is a poetic version 
of the novel ln dramatic form by Luis Bayon Herrera produced 
by the company Of Pablo Podesta June 5~ 1913. 3 
In 1917 when Lehmann-n ltche' a work went to print, a 
I 
film version of tho legend was being arranged by Carlos De 
Paoli.4 Both clubs and race ho~ses have been named for the 
legendary character, and writers have employed the name e.s a 
nom dA plum~. 
1. ~: p. 219. 
2 .. Idem: p. 228. 
3 .. I4em: p. 237., 
4. ~: pl> 261. 
V. Life and Works of Hilario Asca~ubi. 
Hilario Ascaeubi, poet, journaliat, lieutenant colonel 
and the Beranger of the R!o de la Plata, was born at Fraile 
11~uerto in the province of Cordova (:republlo of Argentina) Jan-
uary 14, 1807 . 1 His first bad was under the wagon which was 
taking his parents to Buenos Aires whe~~ hie mother sought ref-
uge from a severe storM. The circumstances of hls birth were 
prophetlc of the tempestuous life the poet was to lead, for it 
covered the most turbulent years of Argentine history. /\rgen-
t ina made her first break with Spatn when Asoasubi ~as only 
three, and elgned the declaration or indepondence when he was 
nine. ~he period of the dictatorship fell 1n his moat active 
years and 1t was not until the later years of the poet's life 
that comparative peace oame to the republic. 
Ascasub1 spent his early years calmly enough in the 
schools of 'Ruenos Alres, but he was absorbing the revolutionary 
idP.as which dominated the city at that tirne. H ia far1lly had 
no great fortune and he wae forced to work as a type setter. 
When only twelve he started on a journey which was to take him 
to North America and the French Guianas. Later he was to ride 
on the first Argentine merch8nt ship the ~osa Ar5entina to cross 
the equator, In 1822 he returned to his native lnnd only to 
leave for nolivla the same year. in 1825 he cane down from 
1. Velloso gtves Fray Eentos as the birth place of the poet, 
but since the biographical notes in the 1919 edition of the 
poem santQs Vega which are copied from the 1872 edition give 
the tovm as cited above, the conclusion ia th~t he 1s wrone;. 
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that country to the province of r.alta to join an infantry com-
pany which was beln~ formed there under the generalship of Joee 
f1ar1a l:az with the noble obJective of freeing the republic of 
TJruguaJ1' from Brazilian dominion. Having tA.ken part in the 
glorious Argentine victory of Ituza1ngo February 20, 1827, As-
casubi retu~ned to Buenoa Aires in 1828. Here he aligned him-
self wi.th the ttsavage unita.rianaH csdlt=1-d so by the tyrant Roaas 
slnce they were opposed to hls federallct, doctrlnes. The young 
enthustest. was so outspoken that he vms soon imprisoned in a 
dark cell where he was left for twPn±v~three months. He was 
removed nt the end of thls tim~, stlll a prlsoner, to a beau-
tiful home near a bridge called El cacigl1§!, and there lt was 
that he f lrst began to compose his first naucho versesa Re-
grettl~g his klndness Rosas ordered one of his governors Tomas 
nanuel de Jmchoren~ to shoot the patriiot, but somethlne which 
was unusual for those bloody times took place; the governor 
disobeyed the order, and the poet wae allowed to escape. Upon 
returning from a campaign tn which he was occupled at the time 
of the poet' a escape, Rosas ordered hirn in1priAoned again. When 
Ascasubi was being led to the fort1.,ess which was to see the end 
of his life, he purpos~ly tripped on a wall and fell fifteen 
metres into an opening frotl which he was successful in making~ 
a oecond escape.. This time he sought refuge in Uruguay wlth 
the m$ny Argentine patriots there. There is no exact date of 
his departure from his native land, but it was probably three 
years after his arr1vel, maklne it in 1831 or 1832~ The first 
dl3logue·ln the Paulino Lucero collection treats of an incident 
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in Montevideo which took place in 1833 an indication that he 
was in Montevideo by that date at least.l 
In the years that followed Aacaaubl's escape and hts 
return at tha fall of Roeae, he was in constant protest against 
the tyrant; two of his brothers were killed in the same cause. 
The poet with his personal funds gained 1n writing, armed a 
boat to assist Lavalle in the war against the tyrant, and at 
all times his house and money were at the disposition of his 
companions 1n exile.2 When Justo Jose de Urquiza turned against 
Rosas, Colonel Ascasub1 WRS with him in the battle of Caseros, 
which freed Buenos Aires and allowed the exil~d patriots to re-
turn to their beloved shores. Even then the pat~1ot1c inclina-
tions of the poet took a militaristic form and he was round 
writing ln favor of the province of Buenos Aires in the eepar-
at lst oauea. In 1861, newspaper articles stated that Hilario 
Ascaoubi was returning from Fiurope to his native land where it 
was hoped that he would continue to aid in the behalf of peace 
for his country. While in Europe he made literary friendships 
both in France and in Spain. Aacaaubi made another journey to 
France in 1872 from which he returned in 1875, to live a few 
months. He died November 17 of that same year in his native 
city.3 There is no mention of a love affair or marriage. He 
was known as the '1!iulato Ascasubi. tt 
1. Aacasubi: Santos Vegq, p. 13. 
' 2 .. Velloeo: OB· cit •. , P~ 393. 
3. Quesada: op. c1~., p. 26, note 2. 
The poet found self-P.xprEH3aion in two different chan-
nels: in bat,tle and in poet>ry. E!Ven hie poetry wan a weapon ef 
wnr in his at.tacl:c.: upon hls enemy, Rosas. The three poets Mit.re, 
Echeverria and Asoaeubi were motivated by the ~ame bitter hatred 
for the tyrant. .Ascasubi' s production may be rouc;hly divlded 
1nto three periods: that of hi~ youth; that of hJs bsnishment; 
that of conservatism. very ltttle work fell in the first, and 
what there was is no loneer tn existence~ (n 1824 he introduced 
the first printtng press in saltA and the~e publisheo some patrl-
otlc poems glorifyine the republican victory of .!\yacucho.1 The 
second period is the most prollfic. tn it he wrote and pub-
] ished thr1 r1any g_ielltos and d laloguee of propaBand ist characte.c 
which were later collected undar the t ltle I,~s TrQVf!.@_de Paulino 
Luc~ro. The third period includes the propagandist pros~ and --. 
poetrr writt1en upon the poet's .return to Buenos Al.res D.nd di-
rected to the federeltsto under the title Aniceto el Gallo and 
the poetic narrative Santos Ve~a o )::.os H~!~izos de La Flor. 
The first complete edition of the work of Ascasubl wao mad~ in 
Pnrle (1872) on the poet's secona vtait to Europe, i.n three vol-
umee in the reverse order from that in which they were wrltten. 
~he sub-title of the Trovas ae Paulino Luce~o is: 
t'The GRUChos of the Rio ae la :Plata ~inglng and Wighting agalnst 
the Tyranny or the Republics of Argentine and Uruguay between 
1839 flnd :1851 \~hich Refer to a.11 the Episodes of the Nine Years 
when ~!ontevideo Herolcally Resisted and Also tho Work of the 
l., Ascasub1: QJ2· cit .. ,, p .. 22. 
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Patriotic Gauchos until They overcame the Tyrant Rosas and Hie 
satel1tes. ''1 some of these verses appeared in two volumes in 
1853, 2 but this pub11cat1on wss never given the status of a 
first editlon. Th~ first was the edition of rar1s referred to 
above, and the second was ma8e in Buenos Aires in 1900J in an 
effort to popularize,the work of the poet since the first edi-
tlon was made unavailable by lts high price. 
In introductions or notes to most of the ver~ee of 
~ino Lucero the date and place of f iret publicat1on ie given. 
These notes are the source for determining in just what period-
icals Ascasubi was publishing his work or in what publications 
he was personally interested. 
The fi~st dialogue 1n th1e collection 1s between 
Jaclnto .Ar~ores and ~imon Peftalva, both Uruguayan gauchos, in 
which the former tells his friend about hta elorious experience 
in the three days' fiaeta held in Montevideo in July 1833 in 
honor or the Uruguayan declaration of 1ndependenca.3 There 
are no data on the publication of the d1a~ogue, but since the 
event described comes six years before any other publication 
in this volume and since the verses are absolutely free from 
any political allusions, it may be assumed that it was published 
in aome periodical other tha,n that of the poet, and before be 
had definitely turned to propaganda. It is an evident 1m1ta-
1. Aecaeubi: :raul,lno Lucero, Buenos Aires 1900. 
2. Aaoasubi: Santos Ve5a, p. 23. 
3. Asoasubi: Pa~l~no Lu~, p. 1. 
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tion of the dialogue of Hidalgo tn which contrerao describes 
the May fiestas in Buenos l\i!Jes.. Both gauchos who attended the 
fiestas got gloriously drunk, both dr-3scriba s1mila,r dances. and 
both the gauchos who listened to ~he account expressed them-
sel veA as destrous of attend!~ the f 1estas the following year. 
Jn 1839 there was print,ed 1n t,he fourth number of ~ 
g~ucho an C!mJ2.afl~ a short poem of Ascasubi's, Et Trugu1f1or, 
celebrating a battle between Roeinee de ~chagUe a follower of 
Rosas and the Uruguayan gauchos.l 
2 Up until July 14, 1843, when the poet ,created the 
periodical Jacinto Clelo, there ia no indication that the poet 
used a pseudonym. From that date on, though no more than two 
numbers of the pa.per or that name were published 1.n '!'\fonteY ldeo, 
the gaucho Jacinto Cielo created by Aecaaubi continued to appear 
as the author of poems and letters in other periodicals estab-
lished by the poet. 
The name Paulino Lucero does not appear as the pseudo-
nym of t.he poet until the last half of the collection by that 
name. It then appears as the name of a public~t1on started by 
the poet in 1843 called Ftl gRuchq Paul~.3 There is no indlaa-
tlon as to the life of this publication, but at least there were 
ten numbers, for in the ninth issue~ August 25, 1834, the poet 
directe verses to hla subscribers in which he intimates that if 
1.. Idem: p. 30 .. 
2 . .Iru!m: P~ 105. 
3. ~: p. 171. 
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they do not pay for the tenth issue he will unsaddle his horse 
and dlacontlnue his publication. In the first number of El. 
ga~oho Pau~!l the name Jacinto Cielo appears as the au~hor of 
verses, whloh ind1catea that with the creation of Paulino the 
author dld not forsake his first character. In November 1846, 
three years after the origin of the name, P~ulino directs verses 
to the edit;or of the ~rcto del Plate of Montevideo, Dr. Flor-
ene io varelR, e.slting that he publish the d ta.logu.e :Poulin..Q 
Lucero .. l Th is Ji1ay 1.ndicate 1~ha,t the poet had d iscont tnued his 
own pub11cat ion at t,hat t lrne. Th is d tAlogue is the etory told 
by the Corrientas gauclio Lucero to his friend 1~art1n sayago, 
upon meet inc; h 1ni in the army of Urqu 1za. Lucero had been f 1ght-
1ng in the service of Lavalle when the Jeader wBs killed end 
ttie troops .riout,ed. He had saved the general• s body from the 
barl:>ar1ty of Hosas' soldlers. Then he bad fled to Cuaro where 
he remained, waiting the opportunity to accomplieh his revenge 
on Rosas. The chance came in the movement directed by Urquize. 
(See above, page 16.) 
.Another event celebrated by Aecasubi is the French 
and English intervention ELgainst the forces of Rosas. The most 
important of the verses .regarding t,his event is Le Enouhetada2 
published 1n tirontevideo August, 18, 1848, which discusses the 
interve~t1on~ by means of the conversation of the three gauchos 
Olivera, Marcelo and Agapito. The following lines of the author 
indicate 1)he spirit of the dialogue: 
l. Idem: p. 173. 
2. ~.£!.!!!!: p. 269 .. 
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Van tree gauchos libPreles Three liberal gauchos 
a quejarse, con razon, are going to complain, and 
de une flo.la y ruin a,tcion wit.h reason of a weak 
de dos gobternos, deAleales~ and base action 
Siendo gauchoR, come tales, of two governmentsQ 
se expltcaran oin rodeos Being gauchos, such, as they are 
sin que dentre en eus deseoa they will express themselves 
ni un ramoto pensam1~nto frenkly wlthout it being their 
de hacer en el fundamento desire nor remotest thought to 
ag~avio a los Uroneos.l Rnger the EUropeane. 
Other d 1.sloe;ues in the collection are: I.:qs J?&J:a.dores; 2 Ra.m6n 
Contreras a su amiBO Oalva.dor /mtero; 3 f\nstlf!!O ~~ora.le~ Y. 
Rudesindo_Qliye!:f!.4 
Other pseudonyms employed by the poat are: Anastasio 
el Ch11eno;5 Luciano Callejas; 6 Juan de Di6a Chana;7 Santos 
Contrerae .. 8 
~ae poems in the Paulino Lucero have a vivaclous tone 
which shows that, they come es a sincere expresoion of a liberty-
loving heart which was ln complete harmony wlth the gauchos 
~hou it claimed to represent. 
Since the collection Aniceto e~llQ. is not available 
for study, its contents cannot be adequately diecusaed. .As in-
1. ~= p. 271. 5. Idem: p. 206. _.,.._.. 
2. ~: p. 13'+ .. 6. Idem: p. 226. 
3. Idem: p. 230. 1. Idem: p. 265 .. -
4. ~: p. 252 .. 8., ~: p. 270. 
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d icated in the collect ion just mentioned, after two issues of 
tha ~acinto Cielo publication it was d1ccontinued to be revtved 
later in the period 1oa1 Ar icet,Q t?l_r;a~lo. l Velloao describes 
this collection as prose and verse taken from the periodical 
<!, 
of that name publiAhed in 1853 in Buenos Aires, 111 wh tch tho 
tnc iaento rP.l ot 1ng to the sufferings of the troops of Urquiza 
ere recoraed.2 Coeeter adds'that the~e veroes are propaganda 
Jn favor of unitarlr.miem as opposea to the fede.r9l tst dootrlnes 
of tht:J aoherente or Urquiza. 3 Ev1de:ntly Ascasubi useu the name 
An1oeto el Gallo in preference to the names formerly employed 
when he returned to Buenos Aires, for 1n 1859 Estan1slao del 
Campo wrote n lette~ to the poet addressing him as An1ceto and 
thanking him, ao a d1ac1ple, for the older poet's praiRe of the 
Fag~.4 
The first volume of the Parts edition of the works 
of l\scasub1, yet the laat. to be written, the Santo.@ vefi~~ belongs 
to the oonaervative period of the poet's literary life. In the 
opening words to the reader he sa~"S th::t he began the story of 
~ in 1850 but that he wae unable to f 1niah more than 
ten chapte~s of the whole work or sixty-five for publication in 
1850, beoa:usa of the. Jiaiesitudee of the times through which he ,, 
wae passing. He says that his favorite type had always been the 
1. Idem: p. 105. -
2. Velloso: 2n..:_£..!L, p. 394 .. 
3 .. Coeste.r: 0]2. . 21t.' p. 139 • 
4. l\ecaeubi: Santos v:e3g,, p. 19. 
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gaucho. He says the poe~ may be called a story or a poem, just 
as one pleases. Re had attempted to ehow in .§{!ntoa Ve5a in ad-
ct1tion t.o the tendencies or the bad gaucho, the good character-
istics which in general a.re common to the gaucho. He publishes 
hie book wtthout pretansion,tthou~h he loves the verses as 
I 
though they were his children. ae looks upon his p~trlot1c 
verseE~ na the essence of his youthf~1l aspirations, and hopes 
that he is not. valn ln thinkinG that they we.re weHpone of war 
against the oppressor; to him ln hie old ae;e they are a conso-
lation to his saddened spirit, just as are the verseo of Santos 
Vega, for thA latter make him re-live hio youth ari he completes 
t~e t~lA. To some the book will ~ean the echoes of the songs 
of the gaucho but to others it will be the vlolation of literary 
.rules.l 
The contemporaries of .Ascaeubl were gerlerous ln thelr 
pralAe of him" He.racllo C. Fajaroo tH"i'Ling !liaroh 15j 1862, just 
before the poet 1 s first return from 'FA.trope says: '•Ev~ryone of 
w1.scom and ability ln thesE: countries have e,iiten Apontaneoun 
trlbut<~ to the l>Oe'L, which he has preserved 1n an album, a glor-
lous treaeure ..• ; his name and productions have received ap-
plause even in Europe, nnd yet Ascasubi himself does not take 
seriously the title or poet; he believes himself no more the.n a 
rhymer of c i..rcumstances v1hich wtll go with the epoc ... ; he is 
nodest without affectation Bis character 1s the most affable 
1. ~: p. 26. 
2. ~: p. 24. 
and in hit~ oonvoraation and vernen the joke and the epigram 
flash forth. •11 
In addltion to the sorvices v1hlch the poet gave to his 
country Rs a poet and soldler he nided in the artistjc develop-
nent, or Euenof; .t\irc-;a; he per tone lJ y contributed Much of hio 
prlvate fortune to the construction of the Colon theatre~ He 
had a great love for the st,ranger who ce.me to hla shores as 
well ns for the saucho of the pl&lns.2 
liscasubi gained his fame in his political \rerses~ 
but ha will be :ret1 amber1ec.1 by his Santos Ve5a which, ns it is 
not o1)scured b;r pol it lcaJ allusiona, has a universal apper£tl. 
'Tho Bantoa, Ve0n has been chosen fo.r spec 1al otudy b~-
cause it giver: a true picture of the gaucho life of the f i.t·st 
of the :1 ast c0ntu1"l:.,... The poet wrotei of the peri1od covered be-
tween 1178 ano 180e 9 1. e., sone yoars before hio own timo. 
Th lr.: con st itut.eo a retal weakness in the work in the ep~s of 
3 Bunge. 3ut the gaucho life only tHenty years before the life 
of the j.JOet could not have differed greatly frot1 the life of 
hia time. Tbe b istorica.l incidents) thouGh not essentlal in 
the real tatic picture, are corr1act. 
:Jantos ve5a hns not been chosen because lt io the 
f i:ret. ga.ucho work; H ioalc;o haR thnt honor. !t has not been 
choeen as the mo.st poetlc expresston in gaucho literature; 
1. ~: p. 2'+. 
2. Ibid. --
3. Hernandoz: on. cit., p. 23. 
qara~ndez ond Obli~ado ~re rlval6 for that honor. lt haa been 
clJosen becaUSt:J lt lo thci firot gtHlChO LJO~try to devart fro1't1 
dldactlc propn~unda ond b.ra~1ch O'..~t into pure e1)juc ¥Jlllth a ba.cl~­
~rouna of c:1 1 ct om FJ .. 
VI. The Story of ~antos Vega. 
The part that the famous legendary bard plays in the 
poetic narrati~e ~antos veg~ has already been disouseed. It 
has been shown that the old l!aiadox: serves only asia framework 
upon which the poet hangs his tale; a bit of rolk-lore to at-
tract the attention of the public to hie longer poem Loe Melli-
~g!_!a Fl~. From the beginning to the end of the 13,000 
verses~ one never loses slght of the bard, for he must occasion-
ally fill his pipe, drink his ~ and even sleep, before he 
arrives at the conclusion of hie narrative; he interrupts him-
self to weep over the incidents which he ie relating, or to tell 
a story in a l1f3hter vein to relieve the tension of hie listen-
ers. ~antes Vega ts as realistically drawn as either of the 
twins of the Flor, or his other characters but the interest is 
not primarily in his lifeo 
The poetic narrative is divided into sixty-four chap-
ters ana an ep11ogue; totaling three hundred and forty pages. 
The 12a1yador assumes a grave responsibility in attrm1pting to re-
count clearly the experiences of the twins of the estanc1a, the 
owner,o, the couple Berdun and A:cmcena, and the many other minor 
characters, but hP le unusually successful in what he set out 
to do. If there is any doubt 1n the readar'a mind as to where 
one part of his tale joined a preceding part, Vega hRstena to 
supply the events necessary to dispel the confusion. 
Like Hidalgo ~nd Del Campo, but differing from Her-
n~ndez, Aacnsub1 himself introduces his einger and in twenty-
eight quintillas accounts for the cl~cumstanoee relative to the 
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telling of the story. Santos Vega and Rufo Tolosa get down 
from their horses simultaneously at the EUlpar!a, 1 the common 
meetlng ground for the countrymen. Though strangers, they 
shake honds and unsaddle their horaes together under the shade 
of a tree. When Rufo re~oves the saddle blanket from his horse, 
the letter Y is 81eoloaed; something of suoh meaning to the 
Rayador, that he crosses himself. Thie is the occasion for a 
question from Rufo. Ve3a discloses hie identity, ano they sit 
oown in the shade to cut their tobacco, smoke their pipes, and 
pass the horn bottle while Vega proceeds to discuss the Y which 
aroused nufo's interesti For him it brings funerial memories 
for it is the brand of one who had been the terror of the coun-
try. He describes the end of this individual thus: 
donde hizo llorar a muahos 
inocentes desgraciados 
y bUrlaba la just1c1a 
de este mundo matreriando -..---·-
haste que al fin lo alcanzo 
la mano ae Dios, y al cabo 
dlole un castieo terrible 
del modo manoe pensado.2 
'Where he made many innocent 
and unfortunate ones cry, 
and flaunted the justice 
of this world, by killing, 
until finally God's hand 
reached him and gave him 
a terrible punishment in the 
least expected manner. 
Vega says that hie story has a long argument and ex-
presses his desire fo:r a place \Vhere he may take his t,itne at 
l. EUlRer!a - wine shop. 
2. Santos Veg~: q~. c~t , p. 33. 
telling it. Rufo hospitably responds to the suggestion and 
urges him to return with him to his poor ranch11Q. and eee his 
chinita; there the:y can talte Jl!!i! and 'eat roasted meat. In a.c-
c~pt ing, Vega says: 
Amigo, un carifio tal 
no en posible depreoiarlo 
ans! ya de agradeoido 
me resuelvo a acompanarlo;l 
Friend, it 1s impossible to 
be unappreciative of such affec-
tion; thus thankfully, I decide 
to accompany you. 
They take another drink from the bottle and start for 
Rufo's home five leagues away in the district of Borombon. 
Juana Petrona the cbinita of Rufo has half a heifer hanging in 
the yard of the little home preparatory for their evening rneal. 
The kettle is put on to boil 9 the saddles are thrown into a 
corner of the house, and the men are soon comfortably taking 
mW in front of the open fire. It needs only the deliciously 
brovmed meat and two bottles of wine to make Veea feel a little 
happy and ready to sing for Juana and Rufo. F1rst he urges that 
the wife sin5. She protests in the following lines: 
Yo de cento.ra no pr1vo, 
la ~oza a Vega le dijo; 
m1entrae que de ust~ colijo 
que ee cantor facultat1vo. 
. .tmsl. mesmo no me epqu1.vo 
antes le voy a oblisar--
1.. 19.!.m : p • 34 . 
I do not profess to be a 
singer, thP, girl sald to vegu 
while I understand that you 
are a gifted singero 
As I c~nnot escape, 
I am going to oblige you, 
y acabando de templar Then f inish1ng tuning her 
guitar, 
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la guitarra, por el tree 
canto una cifra despues 
qua a Vega lo hizo llorar--1 
She sang a number later which 
made Vega cry. 
This moves Vega to sing with such pathos that his 
listeners cry too. 
Rufo y su mujer estaban Rufo and his wife were 
tan de veras oomrovidoe so truly touched 
que en silencio entern1c1dos that one after the other 
de hilo en h1lo J.qgr1m1aban.2 began to cry 1n silence. 
With this propitious beginning, Vega is assured of a 
sympathetic audience for the pathetic tale he is about to un-
fold. He introduces hie story with a description of the coun ... 
try in which the action is to ta.ke place; the flat (5raas cov-
ered pampa lands, witb occasional swampy sections around which 
grow the stronb swamp grass which looka like u forest in the 
distance; the sweet clovers; the anlmal life that inhabits the 
lake, the ducks and the ewans; .. it is a beautlful little pic-
ture, perfect ln detail. He then pictures the marvellous es-
tancia of La Flor with its trees a,na building~ 9 and of its own-
ers the rich Andalucian Don Faustino 13ejarano and hle beautiful 
wlfe Estrella who are loved by the whole country-stde for their 
generosity. He recalls having been present at the baptismal 
l. Idem: p. 37. 
2. Ibid. 
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ceremonies of the heir'Angel whom God finally sent after ~any 
years to bless Dofia Estrella and non Faustino.. r!any coaches 
come down f roM 13uenos Aires to Chascor:rUs for thA ceremony and 
fiesta ln which every one becomes nost luxuriously and happily 
drunk, even to the priests. 
After this recital Vega feels a llttle sleepy and 
just as the coc~ crows th0 hour of midn~ght retires to his bed 
which is the floor with his saddle as a pillow. 
The following morning the poet aids Vega 1n his tale 
by describing th1e early dawn while the bard rests from his ef-
forts or the night before. All the little sone; birds a.re named 
ae the dsiwn appears; the cattle are described as they laz'lly 
stroll to the centre of the round up; the chickens fly to the 
ground from their roost 1n the trees; JuA.na,neatly co:rrtbed, is 
busy in the kitchen. The story is temporarily discontinued 
that day while Rufo takes Vega and his ch1nita to some neiBh-
borhood races. But that night the three are again found suck~ 
lng ~ by the f 1.re and Vega is ready to begin. He brings the 
1\!elli§OS ( twlns) into the world and buriea thelr parent a, em-
ployee of the estancian La Flore Estrella takes pity on the 
orphans and nurees them with her O\'tm child 1tne;el. Jacinto, the 
fatll\er of the twins is said to be alwaya good, while Luis the 
thinner 1e to be the criminal and the horrible example of the 
inefficacy of environrf!ent. The latter shows cr-iminal traits 
from childhood; he is cruel to animals; he hurts little AnGel; 
he steals a poncho. 
~hen Vega digresses in recounting the method of Indian 
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attacks and their crueltlAs. He does it eo realistically that 
Juena must be cheered up by a funny story froM Rufo. The men 
drink a 1 i.ttle too freely from the bott:le and start to quarrel-
1ne; over the ~tatement. that Rufo knows a. better singer than 
~-.a.ntos Vega, one Monsalbo, who had told the tale of the capture 
of Lunareja by the Indians. Vega takes exception to the details 
of thls tale, aaylnc;. that he 1tnows it all and will t<"ll it to 
them as it Ahould be. · The poet, acoounts for theil' quarreling 
ln the following verses: 
Es oosa clerta y eabida It ia a ~Jlown and certain thing 
que al junta.rse dos paieanos, that when two country men meet 
para tomar la manana to take early ~ 
o hacer las once en el campo; o~ take drink at eleven 
por mas ar..iieos que eean, no matter how frienaly they are 
cuando apu.ran mucho el trago lf they drinlt too much 
y se les va la bebida and tlhe drink goaa to 
a la cabaza,!adios, deabloe! their head~, good bye 
la amista y el parentesco friendship and relationship 
el recpeto al compadrazso, the respect for pride, 
\. 
la.a pror.aesa s de carHio, promise~ of affect ion, 
todo aso lo eohan a un lado, are all put to one side, 
y solo a contrapunt1arse and only for quar.rel1n~ 
~e eienten ye preparaoe.l do they feel themselves now 
p raepared .. 
Juana urges t.,he men to desist from their quarreling, 
la Ascaaubi: nantos Ve(S!, p. 76. 
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and the story ts soon on its way again. A new character, a 
tenant on the estanoia, Genera Berduni is introduced and as-
sumes the centre of the stage for some time. He marries Azu-
cena, a charming youne girl of fifteen, another of Estrella's 
prot..ee;~s. Luis the ba.d t~1n runs away after belne involved in 
robbing a PortuBueaa. Berdun and hie wife are very happy wtth 
their little ranch and cows, the gifts of Estrella, except that 
the husband 1a constantly mourning over the captivity of his 
sister Rosa, called Lunareja because of a mark resembling a 
moon on her left, cheek. Seine years before her husbsmd had been 
killed, and she with her infant son Manuel were carr1..ed off by 
the Indian chief Cocomel. 
Angel the y~ung heir ts sent to Buenos Aires to be 
trained as a. priest, where he rerna1ns for four years until he 
ls ordained and sent out into the town of pergamino. 
Perhaps too much attention has peen given to vaea and 
his hosts Juana and Rufo, but it has been done in a coneotous 
effort to give a true aplrit of the poem; to impress the realism 
which has been attained by pictures of the homely life or this 
couple. Their sympathetic reactions to the story so perfectly 
express the naivity or the common gaucho fa.nilly; their~ credence 
of the stories exemplifies their simplicity. Juana' e heart at-
tack over especlally dramatic and pathetic parts; RUfo's wake-
ful n1~ht after another part of the story; Vega's wakefulness 
because of fleas which had invaded his sleeping quarters are 
interesting dat.a1ls. No more reference will be made to ve5a 
and his audiencep but let 1t be remembered that they have a very 
real interest in the story as it continues to its end. 
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Berdun is called to do military serv'lce in the pro-
verbial mann<3r, end hie f lrst dut.y ia to run dov1n a criminal 
who had murdered An old f lsher~an. -~n old ra striador (tracker) 
~----,..- ... .., 
leads the solo1ers tro the la1re of the fugitive, wbo t.urns out 
to be Luis the bAd twin. He le sent to Chascamue @nd later to 
Buenos Aires for trial. After this escapade 3erdun sta~te for 
hom€, only to be overtaken in an Indian raid. Tbis has a d1s-
astroua ending for the Ina1ana, for all are killed except one 
who utte.ce these words as they are ready to kill h tm: 
Mo matando ohe, Beraun amico, Listen, don't kill me, friend 
Berdun, 
que mi par16 tunareja.l for Lunaraja ls my mother. 
rt ie Manuel the nephew of Berdun who speaks. It is not quite 
evident just hovr the supposed Indian recogn tzeo his uncle, but 
?uch discrepancies are passed over in the excitement of the mo-
• 
went. ~anuel is oaved and goes to li~a with hie uncle, where 
he learns to rgad and wr1te and be a good Christian 
Indian attack he mysteriously disappears. 
In a later 
A uay of cattle branding reminds Vega of the good 
twin Jaoin~o, who for hls very goodness assumes a minor place 
in his tale. This unfortunate youth waa once seriously injured 
by a bull in a brandlng and the followlng ambiguous lines sum 
up his life until the end of the poem. 
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Desda eee dta Jacinto From that day, Jacinto 
ya comenzo a lmnentarse--- began to pine away---
y su pobre mujerc1ta and his poor little woman 
creiba. enviudar cada 1.etante, thought to be a widow any moment, 
Jacinto vivi6 y v1v16 Jacinto, lived and lived, 
hasta que vino mas tarde until later, he oame 
a mor1r, y ans! viv16 to die, and thus lived 
con mas salu en adelante.l from that time on with more 
health. 
The prison l1fa of Luis the bad twin next claims the 
attention of the palado~. Through Estrella's influence with 
the viceroy, his first sentence of death ie revoked, and a ten-
year imprisonment 1s the sentence. Again using her influence 
this time is reduced to two and a half years. Winning the con-
fidence of the guards Luis has his irons removed~ and goes out 
for a walk a few days before hls sentence is up. Ha kills the 
guard 1n charge and flees for the province of Parana. The track-
ers are so close on his trail that he is forced into the river 
and apparently disappears from eight. A few days late~ an un-
identified body is washed up, and all believe that it 1a Luis. 
The ever forgtving Estrella say~ mass for hie soul, and this 
seems to be the end of the bad twin. 
In the mean time the Indians have completely destroyed 
the estancta of La ~12! and the small ranch of Berdun, and the 
l. ~: p. 143. 
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owners have had to seek new homes. The rich Don Faustino bUye 
a new ranch Los Uilagros near Pergamino, and Berdun moves to a 
poor little hut near Chasoamus. One night a stranger enters 
the house of Berdun and stabs him while he sleeps. Hearing his 
groans, Azucena seizes the first thing available as a defense, 
a hot' brand i~on of the eetancla (the I),' and brands the ohest 
of the murderer. She draws the dagger from her husband's breast 
and flees into the road for help. rt ls early morning and some 
soldiers out on a scouting expedition f lnd her with the dagger 
and assume that she has killed her husband. They go to the 
ranch house and their beliefs are apparentl~ confirmed for Ber-
dun is oold. At this point the Indians arrive and the soldiers 
flee with the grief stricken widowG He~ mind becomes tempor-
arily deranged for she is obsessed with the idea that anyone 
she sees has killed her husband and wants to hunt the mark of 
the brand on their chests. Through a decision of the doctor 
she is Judged insane and given into the charge of Eeterlla who 
takes her to her eetane1a. 
There seems little chance of making anything but a 
tragedy out of the poem at this point, for to all appearances 
the good twin is an invalid and hie wife expects to become a 
widow at any moment; the bad twin is well buried and mass has 
been said for him; Berd4p the good family gaucho has been burned 
in the Indian raid which followed his murderj Azucena 1s insane. 
BUt Vega evidently has other plans for the end of his story, 
for many pages of verse follow. 
The bard shifts the action of the narrative from 
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Enenos Ai~ea to rergam1no the t•wn nearest to the new estanoia 
of Don Faustino. On a beautiful summer morning, on the sixth 
of January 1805, the owner of the estancia, his wife Estrella 
and the widow Azucena are d.rinlting chooolatie at the home of 
Angel who is presiding priest in the town~ Suddenly the sextqn 
for apparently no reason begins to ring the bell~ !ngel rushes 
out to tell him to stop it and the sexton gives the following 
1nforme.t1on:, 
?:Por qua repioo? 
~por un milagro de Dios! 
pues por m1s ojos he v1sto 
llegar a la oomendanoia 
sano y buano; ahora meem1to 
al oapitan don 13erdun, 
con au hermana y su aobrino 
!velay estan!? no los ven 
apiandose? 1 
Why am I ringlng the bell? 
Because of a miracle of God, 
For with my own ayes I have 
seen arriving at the barracks 
~his very mtnute, healthy and 
well, captain don Be~dun, 
with hie sister and nephew. 
Juet look, there they are. Don't 
you see them dismounting? 
Azucena faints 1n the arms of her husband; in her Joy 
of reunion. Berdun carries her into the house to revive her, 
and the friends follow to learn the explanation of this miracle. 
It seems that on the day when Beraun was supposed to have died 
and been burned to a cinder, hts nephetv Uanuel v1ho was among 
the raiding Indians, rescued hi~ and carried him to the tent of 
Cocmel the chief. Then fo~ twenty months he nursed him baok to 
health. When ~erdun was well enough to travel, he and his sie-
1 . 19.fil!l: p • 306 .. 
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ter, who was even reore beautiful than before her captivity, and 
Manuel left the csmp to return to ctvilization. Rejoicing over 
the return of his good tenant 'whom he h~d loved like a son, 
Faustino order1 s wint?, and they celebrate the occasion until six 
o'clock that evenin5 wh~n another event of great L~portRnce to 
the story takes place .. 
The day before the return of 3erdun, Jacinto the good 
twin was walkin~ ln his little garden when he stumbled over a 
bench and injured himself t.n such a way that he was unable to 
get up.. '5looa crtme fror1 ~is mouth, rmd when hi8 wife Rita and 
thf3 little dauehte~ found hir11, they thought he wns dead. Their 
oplnion wa~ corroborated by a docto~ bound for a net5hbortng 
estancia v1ho hoppened to stop there to e,at a fresh horse. Coln-
c 1(Jentl~r a at ranger of ghastly appearance with scarred face and 
only one eye arrlved to help the widow tal{e he:r husband to the 
house. Re ~an1fested a pecul tar concern in the family, and of-
fered to si..t up the night with them. The next day he harnessed 
the QXen to the cart and offers to goad them on their slow Jour-45, 
ney to the churchyard of F~rsaminoc Withln four squares of the 
church, the wtdow hurried ahead to order the grave prepared for 
rJocinto, thereby tu!1nlng the :r~joicing party Of Faustino int.o 
one or grief. Th~ stranger tn the meantime was sitLing with 
bls back to the oxen occasionally goading them, an is the cus-
tom, when suddenly the dead man on the cal?t rises up and says, 
~'where are you tflkine; me? 0 T'ne shock was too much for the 
strencer wl10 topples over ba1..}ltwa.rds on~.o the ground where the 
wheel passes over hie chest and ari tb.e poet says t• .tt vms broken 
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into pieces." Jacinto stopped the oxen and calling ror help 
he placed the etranger in his bier and continued on his way to 
the holy ground. 
m:ien Rita arrives$ Angel orders the grave dug. As 
the 1sexton is giving the orders he sees the dead man walking 
and starto ringing the bell again. The inmates ruoh out and 
another joyful reunlon 'takes place. A doctor is culled who 
pronounces Jacinto cured as a result of a broken absess which 
hau formed when injured by the bull, and the stranger 1n a dy-
ing condition. That night the e~ranger weakly confesses that 
he 1s Luis the bad twin and asks forgiveness of all. After his 
death the mark or the branding iron is found on his chest. 
The next day after the 'funeral of Luis, Faustino 
takes his reunited fawily to his estanc1a and there at his table 
makes the announcement that from then on they are ell to con-
sider themselves hie children. He divide~ the estancia of LO. 
Flor with ell the stock on it between Berdun and Jacinto; leaves ............... 
his new estancia to hie eon Angel, and gives the land formerly 
held by Berdun to Uanuel and that helu by Jacinto to the sexton 
for hla enthusiasm in ringing the bells. 
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Veg~ concludes his story by a~y1ng that three years 
after Faustino had donated the lands the richest men around the 
country were Manuel, Jacinto and Berdun. Then having finished 
after nine days of hospitality on the part of Juana and Rufo 
the old paxador returns to his own country. The concluding 
lines of the poet show the hosts' appreciation Of the words of 
santoa Vega. 
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Ans! fua; al d1a siguiente And so it wee: the naxt day 
con su bragao ensUlado wlth h1s fine horse saddled 
est.aba ya el r>ayado~ the 2a:[a.dor wao there 
y al d'esp1dlrae, un re&alo and upon leavlng hla friend 
le hizo au amigo Toloao Toloao made hlm a present~ 
dandole el mejor caballo giving h1r1 the best race horae 
parajero que ten1a: that he had: 
sin haberse descuioado without being neglectful 
tampoco Juana Petrona either, Juana Peirona 
puea ya le hab1a £1:1bado who had already embroidered 
loa mas lindos calzonoilloe· the fineat trousers 
que sa pueo el gaucho Santos wnich the saucho Santos 
deade que naoio cantor ever put on from the time 
haeta quP murio cantando.1 he was born a singer untll 
he died. singing. 
The last two linea are the poet's enly reference to 
the legend of Santos Vega's death. 
1. Ascasubi: §antos Veg~, p. 334. 
VII. Classes of Gauchos in ~antoa ve5~. 
Aecaaub1 presents in his santOJ! yega ftve gaucho typee: 
the pay~£.Ql:, the fa~ily ~an, the soldier, the rastriador (track-
er) a.nd the criminal. Thie does not lrnply that each type repre-
sents a distinct class; that the nayador was never a criminal 
or the family man we.e never a soldier. , This divl~ion is made 
with the purpose of showing that the wo~d saucho ls not synony-
mous for crimlnal or gayador and that the life of the gaucho is 
neithe~ all ead nor all glad. Though there are gauchoe who are 
cruel as well ao kind,, ignorant as well as intelligent and so 
on, it ls nevertheless true that as these five types are stud-
ied tt wlll be found th.at there nre some few characteriatics 
common to them all. 
The ~ayador in the poem is tbe greatest of all south 
American bardA, riantos 'rega. In the several lltera.ry interpre-
tat ione he has ranged from a apiritually minded singer to a 
criminal. <Tuet what is the character of Santos Vega in th~.s 
poem·? Hf' appati~l'ltly 1-iae a section of the country which he C8.lle 
home, for aa he takee leave of Juana and Rufo Rt the end of the 
book he says: 0 If God w lahae tt, I shall return to my country. nl 
_.&\t no time does he have work which caJls him from his singing; 
he has no family or loved one; his profession is his singing 
and it ls a hiBh c~lling to him. He is constantly referred to 
as old, though there ie no reference to his hair or beard or 
l. Idem: p. 333. 
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manner of wallting which would indicate age. 
Ha ls famous and honored for the poet says of him in 
the opening veraes: 
El mas vlejo se llamaba 
Santos Vega al payador 
gaucho mas concertador, 
que en ese tiempo privaba 
de escr1bido y de letor.Q.l 
Ta.l merece un payad.or 
mentao como Santos Vega, 
que a cualquter pago que 
llega, 
el sarejero ~eJor 
gaucho ninguno le niega.2 
The oldest was named 
Santos Ve5a the bard 
the best s1nser 
who was at that time possessed 
of the knowledge of writing 
and reading g ... 
Of such was a famous bard 
like Dantos \fega worthy, 
1n whatever diatrlot he arrives 
the beet race horse 
no gaucho would deny h1M. 
Hia courtesy lnspired affeotlon 1n his gentle hostess 
Juana, for the poet saj"D that thoush she has just become ac-
quainted with hlM she has never shown ~o~e effection to anyone,3 
He is humble fer in hia unwillingness to moJ.est any one he is 
wllline; to sleep in any corner of the house, 4 ano in spite of 
h1.s fame he is the humble servant of Rufo whAn he first l11eets 
him. 5 "rhe payado;r: ie of A rel lgione na1,ure fo:r he saye h1a 
l. ~: p. 30. 
2. ~: p. 32. 
3. M.fil!!: p. 37. 
4. ~: p. 52. 
5. Idem: p. 53. -
prayers both r10.rn1ng ~nd evening. 
y dando las buenas noches 
'l tamblen las recibio 
y antes de eoharee A dormi~ 
bajo el poncho rezof 
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and telllng them good night 
and also receiving a good night 
before going to sleep 
he said hls prayero under hie 
poncho 
In the morning he want to greet hie heats after he had said 
them aga1n.2 
Vi1hen Vega arrives at the sad part of h1s tale, he be-
comes so moved with his own memories that JuRna and Rufo think 
him ill~ and inqui~e about his health. He answers that there 
~ 
is never a dny pasaes but that he mingles h 1.s tears with those 
of his friends about whom he is eingtng, ror this period is so 
very sad for them.3 
But Vega has a lese serious side to his nature, and 
he even hao the fault of being quarrelsoMe in his cups. He 
laughs uproa~ioualy when he hears the gaucho story of RUfo, and 
almost swallows his cigar ln the effort to control h1mself .4 
He becom~s quarreleome and is very careful of his reputation 
as the moAt famous bard, when Huro suggests that he ltnew a gaucho 
with ae good a memory as his~ as lAarned and as good a singer 
aa ha, he is stuplfied, for he 1s very punct111ous 1n his pride 
1. Idem: p. 52. -
2. Idem: p. 56. 
). Idem: - p. 234. 
4. Idem: p. 66. 
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in his art.l 
Vega shows that ha is as well versed as any gauoho 
in the pampa lore, for he says that any poor gaucho can explain 
an eclipse by passing in front of the candle in his room, and 
tell the direction on a cloudy night by noting the direction 
that the dry grass falls, and that hominy will cook much quilk-
er if an iron ring isi dropped into the kettle, and that meat 
must be boiled three times to make it tender as a roasting ear. 
To break a horse easily a gaucho must turn the horse's ears 
wrong side out and tie them down, and that to keep an ostrich 
from running away (once he has been caught with the )2Qlae) the 
.. 
gaucho must take four feathers from the bird's wing and run them 
th?Tough its nose; then it will not move from the door step.2 
There is no trace of the bandit of Gutierrez in the 
humble singer of .Aaca.subi. 
There are three representatives or the ordinary fam-
ily man t1pe of gaucho in ~antos Veg~, Rufo Tolosa the host ot 
the bard, Jacinto the good twin and Berdun the favorite tenant 
on the eetanoia of La Flor. Rufo is hospitable and proud of 
his wife and house. Re apparently has little work to do, for 
in the nine days when Veg~ is at his home telling the story o:r 
Los Melltzos de la Flor the only thing they do besides 11eten 
is to go one day to some neighborhood horse races, and another 
to a brand1ng.3 Meat eeems to be plenty, for they kill a heifer 
l. Idem: p. 68. 
2 • ..li!!m: p • 146 .. 
3. Idem: p. 139. 
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then continue the song of the bard. Rufo ie unmolested by the 
compulsory draft and seems to be living an easy, enjoyable life 
with no complaint of any sort. 
Jacinto ia not so fortunate because of an accident 
·1n his youth; but he works quietly at home 1.n his garden 1n 
·spite of 111 health, and, has no other worries. 
Berdun is an example or the soldier, gaucho as wall as 
the family man, but his soldiering does not bring him such m1a-
fortuna as in the case of Martin Flerro, or Contreras in the 
poems or Hernandez and H ldalgo. , 
Vega in deacribing the appearance of Berdun says: 
••• un tal GAnaro '9erdun 
el mozo mas e;uapeton 
y forzudo en ese tiempo, 
otro d!a an las ca~reraa 
un .gaucho lo acenazo 
a pegarle un rebenaazo 
Genaro muy suavemante 
al parecer, abraz6 
al gaucho por la cintura 1 
nada mas y lo aolto 
heoho una bolea de guesos 
boquiando oomo un piohon,1 
A certain Genero Berdun 
a youth$ of the f 1neet 
and strongest of that time, 
the other day in the races 
a gaucho threatened 
to h1t him with a whip 
Genero apparently 
very easily put his arm around 
the gaucho's waist, 
just that and let h1m go, 
he was a bag of bones 
gaping like a young bird. 
He is a good natured gaucho, for when Luis calls him 
all the vile names a bad little gaucho could thlnk of after 
getting the good whipping he deserved, Berdun merely laughs at 
1. ~: p. 87. 
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Lu1s.l At hts marriage with Azucena he is described as hand-
so~e, falr, and or extremely charming manners.2 He le very fond 
of his wife, and never quarreled with her a single time, ac-
cording to the bard. 
Eerdun never complained at the treatment he received 
as a aoldie~. He seems very willing to fight, for he remar~s 
to his wife the very day that he la called for temporary ser-
vice, that if the Indians ~hould come it would be a nioe thing 
to give them a beating.3 Yet when the)orderly comes wlth his' 
orders he Makes a pretence at objection by saying earcaatlcally 
*'Vea eso y a.pena.s son 
las siete de la manana; 
de suerte que don Quintana 
habra dao un madrugon 
para mandarme citar 
con tanto apuro. tt4 
"Look at that, just barely 
seven in the morning; 
It's a wonder don Quintana 
didn't malte a surprise attack 
\ 
at dawn, ordering me to ap-
pear thus 1n auch a hurry. n 
Berdun is called a lieutenant and serves only under 
special orders. Upon appearing before the'oommander he is 
greeted affectionately· by him, and given instructlona to watch 
for Indiana with fifteen ment and especially to track down the 
gaucho criminal who ~111ed the f isherrnan. This being completed, 
Berdun can go home. lJhen he takes charge of h1s men they 51ve 
1. Idem: p. 89. 
2. Idem: p. 194. 
3. Idem: p. 96 .. -
4. Idem: p. 97. -
h1m a good hand clasp, for he 1s their beloved lieutenant. 1 
He 1a ever obedient. He had orders to start on hie scouting 
when the morning bells should ring; promptly at the first sound 
he orders his soldiers out though they are eating bread and 
cheese.2 
Two famous rastrl.adores appear in the pages of Santos 
~. Anselmo the san-Juanino and sexto Beren or San Vicente 
on the banks of the Parana. The first. is an assistant to Berdun 
in his search for Luis, and the second leads the eearch fo~ him 
after hie escape from prison. Anselmo is a polite old gaucho, 
and very self assured. He says of the oriminal: 
0 yo sigo atraa de voe "I follow behind you 
haata hacerte enchalecar 
and~ no m&s, saltiador. 0 3 
until I tie you up. 
Just go on, murderer o rt 
Afte~ visiting the seene of the murder~ Anselmo tells 
Eerdun that the man was killed standing, that the tr'acks of tbe 
murderer are the same as those of a man who stole from one 
~ 
Vald,s. Then after following the tracks for a while the track-
er eaye that the criminal lies drunk 1n a diotant th1oket, for 
the steps of the horse are wavering, and the tr~oks of the man 
where he dismounts in the sand are deep, all signs of drunken-
ness. 4 After the capture of Luis, fresh tracks are found which 
1. Idem: - p. 106. 
2. Ibid. -
3~ Idem: p. 113. -
4. Idem: p. 118 .. -
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indicate that a party of Indians are scouting, and in the moon-
light the tracker sees the ostriches which are running toward 
the party, an indication thAt they have ~melled the Indians 
behind them. 
The San Vlcent rastri~ has othe~ occupations be-
sides that of tracld.ng 1 for the poet says of him: 
Hombre gaucho, alegre, guapo A fine happy gaucho, 
!t.l!no ab1~ y serv1dor open handed and polite 
ans1 todos le ten1en Thus all had for him 
respeto y eet1macion; respect and honor 
porque pn aquellos p9rajee for in those parts 
no tan aolo era Ber6n not only was Ber6n 
el alcalde del partido, aherif of the county, 
slnp d1ablo y rastr1ador.l but a devil of a fellow and 
a tracker. 
Later the poet says that Baron used all the intelllgenca or a 
good tracker ln finding Luis, for he saw where the criminal 
dragged a rlns of his sRddle in the sand then took off hie 
boots Rnd cleaned them ln i:mother place .. 2 
The criminal gaucho of Bsa.ntos Vee;a 1a a result of his 
inheritance, ano not of his environment, as 1n the case of the 
criminals of both preceding and following gaucho writers. 
Neither unfairness on the part of the government, nor the en-
mity of the father of a lady-love are responsible for the crim-
1 .. ~: p .. 207. 
2. Idem: p. 211. 
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1nal life of Luis the bad twin. The author leaves no doubt in 
the reader's mind that he ie completely bad, he has no saving 
gracee such as da~lng or charm which mlght wln the hea~t of a 
lady. The author does not even allow a :repentence before dy-
ing, and points out that the criminal received ju8t what he de-
served when the juetiee of God allowed him only enough time to 
ask pardon of those tvhom he had harmea.l Early .references to 
Lule, as seen Aibove 1n tho story of ~~os 'Tega show him to 
have been possessed of criminal tendenctes ln early youth. BUt 
he has a sort of stubborn bravery when he received the whipping 
_ :rrom 11e rdun: 
Uft,aht, boca abajo en el suelo ~rom there, with mouth open 
largo a la.rgo sa tlro he was th17 own on the gl?ound, 
y en la p1oana deanuda and on his naked back, 
diez lazazos aguanto, endured ten blovta from the 
sin der un ROJO quejido lazo without a sj .. ngle com-
nt tampoco ee encog16;2 plaint nor shrinking from them. 
But when it is over a revengeful spirit shows in the boy, for 
he vows nto get n Berdun some day. 
He is insolent and independent when captured, for he 
tells hls captors that he will neither speak by force, or by 
f lre, but will confess if he le treated well.3 ~hen appearing 
before the judges he continuae to aaeume thls lndifferent at-
1. Idem: p. 328. -
2. Idom: p. 89. -
:;. Idem: p. 126. -
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titude, laying the blame of his crimes on God, and asking for 
lsniency on the grounds o:f' his youth. He promises to mend hie 
ways ae he signs hie name to hie atatomente with a oross. 1 He 
is shown every kinoness in prison) and he is astute enough to 
be 5anerous to the guards in order to get greater privileges, 
yet when the good natured Cruz, his guard is leR.st suepeeting, 
Luis is capable of stabblng him in the bac1t. The ltindne~s of 
Estrella, ~ngel or the guards finds no response in the criminal 
heart of Luis thG ealtiador. 
In the comparison just made of the five gaucho types 
found in the Santo§ Vega, it has been discovered that there are 
character1sttce common to them all. Th~refore it may be said 
that the gaucho» an impersonal gaucho, hae certain definite 
qualities regardless of his occupation in life. He is above all , 
brave, a lover of freedom of life as well as of thought. Be is 
poseeeaed of a dignity and reserve not necesnarily found ln peo-
ple of the lowe~ class, but which ls inseparable with those who 
spend many solitary hours on the plain and who accustom them-
selveo to be resourceful 1n both action and thoughto He may~ be 
unversed 1n soholastia learning, but he has reco~pensed himself 
by 1nt,erpret1ng the universe and adjusting himself to his own 
partlcular type of etrug&le for existence, perhaps even better 
than the scholar has done. He may not exactly unde~etand God 
according to accepted standards or place the Virgin in the 
sche~$ of thlngs, but he takes comfort tn saying his prayere 
1. Idem: p. 155. 
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bAneath hlB poncho at nieht and makes the sign of the cross to 
wa~d off evil influences. He possesses tha1, spt1,,1t of gener .. 
oslty and hospitality found only 1n a primitive people wh1ch 
has unlimited resources of food and land and has not yet put 
itself in conpetttion with a greedy world. He haa his code of 
honor which doea not admit of stec.~11ng or unfaith!ulneea to 
wife or family; he is simple 1n hio love for his china and 
cherishes her even more than hio saddle and his horoe. I!e is 
not a1nb1tioue for the wealth or the w·orld or personal adva.noe-
mento For this he brought upon h1tlael.e the wrs.th of aarm1ento .. 
But it is not yet proven that it is a good 'thin~ to transplant 
the gaucho into an environment for which he is not f ltted, any 
more than 1t is a certain thing that the North American Indian 
ehould be transplanted. ~p\ritual and phyelcal death is often 
the result pf such gardening. 
VIII. The Background ro:ri the Gaucho. 
The gaucho as an isolated f 1gure is devoid of mean-
ing; it 1s necessary to create a background into which he may 
retire, whether he be the fugitive. the soldier, the rastr1ador, 
the melancholy payado~ or the joyous follower of the herd. Ae· 
casubi hao adequately provided the scenario for the gauchos in 
hia ?antos Vega; the poem ia extremely rich in colorful descrip-
tions or the fauna and flora of the vast Argentine pampa a11d 
in reallstlc pictures of Argentine estanoia and city life. As 
re~ga..t'ds tbe peMpa the autho~ might have been writing in the 
twontieth ceintury instead of the nineteenth.. The same luxur-
ious ~ilo grass waves in the pampa breeze; the saree btrds and 
animals make thetr homes around the low places 1i+ the pampa; 
the saroe little adobe ranohitos huddle undev the shade of the 
willows which border the paMpa st.reams; the same tree bordered 
~rives cut acrosa the plains to the eucalyptus groves which look 
like forests on the even horizon, yet which hide in their depths 
the old plastered eetanoia home with lts cool patios and rose 
gardens. some of the romance of the pampa has gone with the 
Indtan. who no longer dashes out upon the helpless whltes, but 
lt has lost its dangers as well. The owners of the estancias 
mny run over to ltU.rope instead of drlving leisurely to Buenos 
Aires for recreation, but the life is eeaentially the same. 
The capital ~ay count its population in millions instead of 
thousands~ but it still feeds upon the agricultural and pastoral 
pursuits of the countrymen. 
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The pampa ia virgin land covered flith ~ank prairie 
grA.sa, though tn literature it 1n often referred to as a deaart .. 
The following note taken f.row the poet Asca~ubl' s explanation 
or the term pampa m~y atd in the understand1nG of the term . 
.. Though all th~ land in the Pl"*OVince or Buenos A tre6 ts a. plain, 
pl'1ope:rly Apeaking, +,hat, J and called Pampa by the gauchos is the 
deserted lnnd near the northern Indian frontier where there 1a 
no private pro~erty and the Indian tribes roam at larg~.ttl In 
the e~rly pages or the narrative~ th~ poet says that the pampa 
seems a deAert at noon, i'or f.r1om horizon to horizon there 1s 
no sign of life, not even a bird is saen.2 Th~ heat ls ao in-
tense that a deep sea often appears in a mirage on the surface 
7. of the pampo.:;; He says that the north wind as it comes down 
from BraziJ lo eo hot that it burns ~he green ~rass, and yet 
again he calls the north wlnd a soft wind. 4 The north wind is 
ahvays enervating; i.f the seeJson is dI'-Y, it io hot, if there is 
much rain fall, the wind is damp which makea the walls and 
pat1oe drip and saps the energ:y· of the populace., On the ct.he!' 
ha,nd, the south wind ia envigoratlne;; bringing the hurttic~me. 






muy fresqulta y muy serena 
fue la nueva madrugada: 
Idem: p. 29. 
Idem: p. 30. 
tbtu. -
!dem: -- p. 53. 
very fresh and very serene 
was the new dawn 
no habiendo en el aielo nada 
que un tempesta anunc1aae 
n1 temor de que se alzase 
radepente una tormenta, 
tan fur1osa y tan violenta 
with nothing in the slv/ 
to indicate a tempest 
nor was there fear that 
should arise a storm so 




que los ranchos arrancase that it should blow down the 
pero, a las nueve del dia... houses, but at nine o'clock ... 
fue cuando se oyeron truenos; they heard thunder 
y por el poniente ee via and f~om the east could be seen 
un nubarr6n que sub!a a cloud which rose 
el horizonte cubriendo covering the horizon 
de oscurrida... with darkness ..• 
media hora no mas duro The fu~ or the wind 
la fur!e. del ventarron •.. 1 lasted --only a half an hour •.. 
Another charaoter1st1c of the pampa ls its dense fog 
which hangs over the river lands. It is confusing to the gauoho 
for it makes animals and bushes seem to increase in aize. 2 
The stars have meaning to the gaucho, for they tell 
him the time by night, and he adm1.rea their beauty as he lies 
under h1s poncho. To Vega it seems that the wind has loosened 
the stars that shoot across the skya. They have named their 
bolas, las tres lfar!as after a favorite cons'Lellat ion. 
There are very few treeA mentioned as native to the 
pampa. The ombu ia one of the most common with its gnarled 
1. ~: p. 21~1. 
2. ~: p. 212. 
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roots protrudtng above the surface of the ground, and its 
meager foliage offering little shade f~r the weary traveler. 
Perhaps the age of the ombu and not 1te efficiency hae won for 
it the fame 1t possesses in song and poetryq The paradise 
tree, the fig, the eucalyptus, the alamos (a aort of sycamore), 
the fiandubay (a very hard wood used for poles and furniture) 
and the napindaces which have thorny branches which float on 
the river are other trees mentioned. 
The poet mentions the sweet clover many t1mee, then 
the da1sy and the manzanillata small daisy-like flower, and in 
a moment of enthuslasm he says the' whole pa.mpa is breaking forth 
in sweet smelling flowers.l 
Ascasubi is very much interested in animal and bird 
life for he gives by name eight different unimale, and twenty-
two birds. The animals are: foxes, lions, skunks, nut·ria (sort 
of beaver), deer, jack-rabbits. doge, and does.2 The occasion 
for listing the animals is the Indian raid which drives the an-
tmale before it, just as the forest fire drives before it the 
animals in the Cautlva of Echeverria. The birds are introduced 
in various parts of the poem, at daybreak, at noon, etc. They 
are: 
aveetruces -- ostrich. 
becasinae -- like a snipe~ 
calandri~ -- lark. 
cardenales -- grey song bird with red head. 
ly ~: p. 54. 
2. 1£!m: p. 220. 
car121n1}eroo -- tfood-pecker. 
a1SHefla~ -- storks. 
c ianes -- swans. 
cotorros -- magpie. 
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oha.ja -- large grey fighting bird with white neck. Its name 
comes from the sound it makes which means vamos ln Guarani. 




black wild guineas. 
e;ansos -:- geese. 
golondrinaq -- swallows. 
horneros -- aomethtng like A thrush; maJtea a mud nest 11ke an 
oven. 
loroe -- parrots. 
miraeol -- large black bird which looks at the sun all day. 
fiacurutp,ce,f4 small owl .. 
Rato-realee -- ducks. 
~taros -- grey bird with a feather on ite head, and very 
tall thin legs; named from the sound it makes. 
venteros -- bird which rides on the oowe' backs. 
zamara5ullones -- water birds like the crow which fly 11ttle. 1 
Aecaeubi does not give a picture of Indinn camp life 
as Echeverria, Hernandez, or Gutierrez the novelist, but he does 
give a vivid description of the Indian malon, or attack. At 
dawn the Moore (Indians) surround their adevino or med1o1ne ---
i. ~: pp. '3a, 39, 53Lt 54, 61. 
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doctor who asourea them that they are to have good or bad luck 
according to hls understanding. 1f it is good they start on 
their raid. They come in a half moon formation, naked except 
for a loincloth an.d feathers and bella on elbows and ltnees. 
There are belle on the horsea as well. The Indians are painted 
in a horrible, fright~ning way, and ac1c1 to the confusion by 
blowing on horns. After the advance formation, come the chinas 
(wives) on the old horses, as many as three on a horse. When 
these 1t.foo.ra fight with the Ch.rlst ia11e and it seems that they 
a.re losing, the chinas take flight, throui11g thei1't infants down 
ae they go. But if they are victorious the Indians cut off the 
heado of old and young Christians (no mention of scalping) and 
eave the younger women for themsel vea. The prettiest go to t,he 
chief who marries them in his way. and woe to the woman who 1s 
unfaithful to her naw husband. If there are not enough women 
to dlst~ibute among all, the less fortunate Indians go crying 
drunkenly back to oamp.l 
A second malon is mentioned when the eatancia of ~ 
Flor is completely destroyed under a combined attack of Pampa, 
Arnucano and ~aquel Indians. Two thousand warriors clrole Chas-
comus. Three t~oueand go noirth and after their ~ald the country 
is left in ashes.2 A third malon destroys the little home of 
Eerdun.3 Finally th~ viceroy, the marquee sobremonte, tries 
to make peace with the Indians by sending Missionaries and 
l. ~: pp. 61; 62, 6;, 64. 
2. ~: p. 22:;. 
3 • Id em : p • 252 .. 
crosses to the tribes, but what the Indians wanted waa money 
with a cross on lt. Thay are said to have originated the fol-
lowing re:rra 1n: 
rata en tierra, plata en mano.l Foot on the dirt, money in hand. 
The viceroy is forced to send whiskey and dress ~aterials to 
even arouse their interest. This overture has the desired re-
sult and soon the Ind,ian~ with their wives and children begin 
to come from their tents laden with ponohos~ fura and ostrich 
plumes to barter with the Christians. They even went so far as 
Buenos A1rea.2 In January 1805 the vtceroy signs the treaty, of 
peace in th~ presenoe of stx chiefs. In due time the captives 
are all returned to their homes.3 
The astanciero is presented in a most favorable light 
by Ascaaub1. In fact~ if all employers were as fair and as gen-
erous as Don Faustino Bejarano, there would be no need of strikes 
and unions and the modern paraphernalia of defense against oap-
italist ic oppression. He is an extremely rloh man and it is 
said that he used more 1n one da;v than did the viceroy in a year. 4 
He maintained a hoepttal 1n hia estanc1a where any one in need 
might go and he o~ Estrella might personally attend the unfor-
tunate one.5 'When the much desired son arrives the rather 
1. M.@.m: p. 272 .. 
2. Idem: p. 273. 
3. Idem: p. 296. -
4. 1fuwJ: p. 295 .. 
5. Idem: p. 39. -
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squanders enormous tunas in the baptismal fiesta. Two coaches 
with an escort of ~oldie~a come f~om Buenos Aireo to attend 
the ceremonr. Since they ere people of rank, the men and women 
wear powdered wigs. The ladies wear large jewels in their eare, 
silver mesh 1n their hatr and embroidered velvet sktrts. At 
neck an6 wrist they wear finely tucked and pleated ruffles, 
and a sort of cuff from the elbow to the wr1at made of cloth 
of gold. ~he men wear short trousers tight at the Jenee, blue 
and whitA striped silk hose and gold buckles on their shoes. 
rrtie1r sword~ hang 1n white leather belts; their hair is worn 
in a bag. After the eeremony the ~ueets all dance until the 
coolt crows when they eat many cakes and jellies in the shape 
of a castle. The next afternoon they go back to the estanc1a 
to celebrate there for four daya more.l 
As gifts to the servants, Faustino gives four heifers, 
two ovens of bread, one barrel Of whit~ wine~ ~any bottles of 
cafia (drink made of oane), tobacco,~ and three pesos to 
~aoh servant ana tive to each AOldier. 
The estanoia La Flor hae a very fine house of adobe 
with tiled roof and all done in the very finest workmanship. 
Corrldere extend from the main part or the house to the two 
kitchens. Baek of these are found the granaries, the armory, 
the carriage houses, the leather curing rooms and the mayor-
domo' s house. A de~p dltch full of water surrounds the place 
crossed by a medieval draw bridge which is supposed to protect 
the house from Indian raids. Outside this ditch are the fields, 
l. ~; pp. 47, 48, 49. 
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the ghepherd's ~ouee and sheep folds. Traveling ls done in 
coaches and the estancie~os stop to v1ait their friends and 
spend the n!Bht 1f th~ journey is too long. On one of these 
trips Faustino stops at the home of an Anoaluce friend who is 
as l(ind r-md courteous as his guest. Vb1le they Are there 13er-
dun a.rr-jves, and he 'ls adm1.tt,ed into the fat"tily as ari ecrual, 
thouc;h. he 1s only a tenant on Faustino's land. '.fue host tu.r-
nishee generous refreshment to Beraun ano his sololars. 
In the winters l~etrella and Faustino live ln their 
town houf>e in '9uenos .~\ires where they number a.tJong their fl."iends 
doctors, lawyerA, bishops and even the viceroy$ because of their 
wealth.. The evenings are spent in playing truguiflQ!, 1 until 
nine otolock, when they all eo to bed. 
Faustino and his wife are very orthodoxly religious, 
for when their only child la just fourteen, then send him to 
Buenos Aires to dedteate his life to the priesthood, as the 
hlghest calling for a rich man's son; they ride on horse-back 
to mass in a nearby town when tbey are at the eetanc!a.2 
The beat example of the gene~osity of Faustino is the 
distrlbution of his lands among Berdun~ Jacinto, ~rranuel and the 
sexton, and bis own son. 
Little of the Buenos Atree life is seen ln Santos 
ve,:;a, except as gl tmpeed 1n the home of Faust 1no, and the life 
of the prisoner.. Occasional references a.re made to the vlceroy. 
The society life was no doubt centred in his activities, but as 
1. truquiflor - popular card game, something like naipee. 
2. Idem: p .. 296. 
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the gaucho would have little to do with the officials of the 
vice~oyship, there would be no excuse to 1ntroduoe them in 
verses prlmarily concerned with the gaucho. The viceroy was 
evidently a court of last appeal, for he was moved to leniency 
by Estrella's tears and granted life to Luie; 1 on a seoond ap-
peal he gave orders for the removal Of the irone from the pris-
oner. 2 Once the viceroy was almost drowr1ed \Vhen his aur'riage 
stuck ln the mud of the Buenos, A'1res streets, and the prisoners 
were irnmed lately ordered to repair the roads. 3 Reference is 
made to the fiesta given 1n Buenos Alres in honor or the ascen-
sion or Charleo IV to the e.pa111sh throne 1 in which a special 
play that had been practiced. for three weeks was given. The 
alcalde was supposed to have said, "Tengo en el pecho un vol-
c6ntt (I have a volcano in my breast), ane he had said lle had a 
. }. 
baleen (halcony) in his breast.~ The audience, unons whom wae 
Fauotino, mede itself sick with laughter. 
The~~ are many intimate pictures of prison life in the 
poem, for two of the main characters Luis the murderer and Azu-
cena the wrongfully accuced we.re inrnatec of the Buenoa Aires 
prison., Appa.t~entJy the custom wa.s to se11d all serious oases 
from the small town to Buenos Aires for judgment, for this waa 
the procedure with r;0th of these characters. The accused had --
l. ~= p. 156. 
2. Idem: p. 174. -
:; . ~: p. 204. 
4. l<l!!rn: p. 255. 
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the opportuntty of stating the oase to the judee and 1.t was 
taken down by the scribe. No jury was present At either hear-
ing. Vega glvee ae hia estimate of the judges: 
Ans! as de que todo nloalde Thus every Ba5lstrate 
sana ~lU jornal de balde earns h1s oalary doin6 nothing, 
. y lo pasa sin fatiga passing his time without tiring 
rascaw1or.e la . t l oarri go. h lrr1sel f, uith hie hantls folded. 
He says that for two realea ~ny one in the street would say that 
a certain p~rson hAd stolen a flute which he had bought only 
that oay, and the etore keepe~ himself would be there to ac-
cuse him and get the flute back again. Then the poor man would 
stay in prison eight days and have to pay rent for the time he 
remained.2 It seems that a prisoner might fare well if he had 
funds, as in the case of Lu1s who played ball, took his siesta~ 
had wine, ~ and sugar, tobacco and coffee as a result of Es-
trella ts generoeity.3 
An interesting custom of the prisons of t,hat day was 
to send some of its inmates to the plaza on saint' a daya to 
ask alma of the public. Luis was especially adept at this for 
he was remunerated in many cheeses, apples, qutnces, oatrlch 
4 eggs, cake~, bread, cigarettes and mon~y. There is sufficient 
evidence that those leas fortunate than Luie had not fa.red so 
l. Idem: p. 152. 
2. Idem: p. 153. 
3. Idem: p. 157. ---
4. Idem; p. 161. ·-
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well as he. 
Don F8uattno's opinion of the juoeee worn that they 
spent thair time in court cleepinB instead of listening to the 
cases fer tl:iey car!le out of the court room yawning 2nd were com-
pletely ignorAnt of what had taken place. He naid that they 
hao that sickness caJ led bi:rds in flight in their heads; in 
other words they Fere crazy.1 
1. Idem: p. 290. 
IX. L1ngu1et1o Notes6 
An intereetlng phase of the study of the gauchesque 
productions would be the language employed. As has been indi-
cated above, certain of these authors have obeerved the lin-
guistio peculia.ritiee of the 5auchos as a realistic device. 
For a study of these a comparison should be made or the phon~tie 
phenomena found in the several works. Writers differ in their 
uee of the dialect. For example, there is no instance of the 
use of jue for fue 1n the Santos V€!B~ of Ascasubi, yet it is of 
frequent occurrence in Del campo'e Fausto.1 As yet no such com-
parison has been made, nor has there been written a definitive 
work on the origins of the gaucho words.2 There' will be no at-
tempt in this study to do more than supply a short list of re-






ahiJUl!J! = ah! h1ja de una puta.3 
ahugaba = ahogaba.4 
alm1t1o = admitio.5 
andao = andado.6 
ans1 .. l!!esrqo = aa1 m1smo" 7 
aonde = a donde.8 
Del Campo: o:g. cit., pp. 9, 14, 19, 20, 26. 
Page: 212· c 1t. t This study is only superficial. 
Ascasubi: Ok{. cit., p. 89. 6e Idem: p. 30. -
Idem: p. 318. 7. Ibid. - -








a.spas = aetas.l 
auJero~ = agujeros.2 
culebreo : oulebra.3 
~ = oiga. (of ~nd15enous or1g1n).4 
de dir = de ir.5 
d1aonsl! =)de d~nde. 6 , 
dijunto = d1funto.7 
esareb1da = escrib1da (escrita).8 
flaire = fra1la.9 
suella = huella.10 
ha~5a = haga..11 
holla = olla.. 12 
1norara = ignorara.13 
juerte = fuarta.14 
..tu:rendo = huyendo.15 
lasriroiando = lagrimando.16 
la.o = lado.17 -
naguae : enaguas.18 
niervos = nervios.19 
nublad.,Q. = nublado,20 
Idem: p. 143. 8. 
Idem: p. - 244. 9. 
Idem: p. 119. 10. -
raem: p. 180. 11. 
Idem: p. - 98. 12. 
Idem: p. 254. 13. -









p. 29 .. 
p. 148. 





15. Ide!.!!: p. 29. 
16. Idem: p. 319. -
17. Idem: - p. 36. 
18. Idem: p. 136. 
19. Idem: - p. 123. 
20. 19.!fil: p .. 226. 
na.to = paoto.l 
ijerteuto = perfecto.2 
p 16f\ = peon .. 3 
Riese~ = pies. 4 
?gui'n sos vos? = ?quien es usted?5 
redam6 = deramo.6 
t~epuendame = resp6ndame.7 
rilQ. = r16. 8 
~ = ealud.9 
soldao = aoldado.10 
uste = usted.11 
vel§t!! = vea la aht.12 
verda = verdad.13 
vide = v1.l4 -
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A glossary of typically gaucho expressions has not 
been included because thie has been supplied by the author. 
l. Idem: - p. 272b 6. ~! p. 138. 11. Idem: p. 257. -
2. Idem: p. 91. 7. Idem: p. 80. 12. ~: p. 259. - -
3. Idem: p. 47. 8. ~: p. 89. 13. ~: p. 230 .. -
4. ~: p. 209. 9. ~: p .. 257. 14. Idem: p .. l~5. 
5. Idem: p. 136. 10. ~: p. 251. -
conclusion. 
This study of the 5auchos of Hilario Aeoasubi has 
shown that the gaucho has been an important figure 1n the colon-
ial, revolutionary and literacy history of the Argentine. His 
numbers and hardiness have made the republic possible; his 
folk verses have been the inspiration of Argentine men of let-
ters for over a oentur,-. He is alive today in the pampas and 
will continue to live aa long as cattle raining 1s the chief 
int.erest of the Argentine republic. Al thoue;h th«~ c;aucho l 1t-
erature has pasaed its period of ~reatest production in poetry. 
tn the no~el and in the d~ama, and is now on the wane, the 
gaucho as a literary and roma,nt1c figure will continue to live 
with his fellow countrymen. 
Htlario Asoasubi has been one of the ~en who has had 
a part in endearing this romantic figure to the public. He 
employed in political propaganda the gaucho dialogue form in-
troduced by Hidalgo then went further and freed the gaucho lit-
erature from these diaactic elements in his romantic and real-
istic poetic narrative Sant2s ve5a. He served aa the inspira-
tion to tha great gaucho v1rite:rs who followed him. One 1e im-
pre~sed by the authorta understanding of the figure which he 
lo portraying 1n his wh1ws1cal but essentially faithful repre-
sentation of t~1e gaucho's life and the qualities of his aoul. 
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